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Martijn Houkes;

Abstract

State and output feedback iI-optimal controllers for discrete-time systems.

M. Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven University
of Technology, The Netherlands, August, 1995.

This thesis is concerned with designing state and output feedback iI-optimal controllers for discrete
time systems. First the iI-optimal control problem is formulated and it is shown that this problem
leads to minimizing the one norm of the closed-loop impulse response (sum of absolute values of
the closed-loop impulse response). A state space version of the Youla parametrization is derived
to obtain a parametrization of all stabilizing dynamical feedback controllers. Since we also want
to investigate static state feedback controllers we derived a condition, based on the controllability
subspace and unobservable subspace, for a system to be static. With the use of this condition we
present a theorem that provides a condition for the free parameter in the Youla parametrization
for the resulting controller to become static. We did not find any other conditions, since that is a
very difficult matter and I would say almost impossible. Therefore I think that the condition found
might be the only one that yields a static controller, but I can not prove it.

If we consider SISO discrete-time systems with full state information, then it is interesting to
investigate if there exists a static state feedback that is iI-optimal. Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo [1]
presented sufficient conditions, based on the non-minimum phase zeros of the transfer function from
the control input to the regulated output, for a static state feedback to be iI-optimal. We have
investigated these conditions and the results obtained are discussed in this thesis. It was obtained
that the free parameter in the Youla parametrization, found by Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo, satisfies
the condition derived for the resulting controller to become static. This is also the reason that the
approach via the Youla parametrization did not yield any other [I-optimal static state feedback.
The construction of the iI-optimal static state feedback is based on the cancellation of the minimum
phase zeros of the transfer function from control input to the regulated output. The computation
of the iI-optimal static state feedback is implemented in Maple. We also make a comparison to the
Geometric Approach of control theory to obtain more insight in the structure of the h -optimal static
state feedback. First we present a theorem that provides a geometric condition for the existence of
minimal time deadbeat feedback and the characterization of this minimal time deadbeat feedback is
given. Then a condition is presented for the minimal-time deadbeat feedback to be unique for a SISO
discrete-time system. Furthermore it is obtained that the minimal-time static deadbeat feedback is
equal to the iI-optimal static state feedback for a SISO discrete-time system. However, we could not
prove in the geometric setting that this minimal-time deadbeat feedback is indeed iI-optimal. Finally
we present a theorem that provides a geometric condition for the minimal time deadbeat feedback
to be iI-optimal for a SISO discrete-time system. The computation of the geometric objects arising
and the computation of the minimal-time static deadbeat feedback are implemented in Maple.

We also discuss the construction of the iI-optimal output feedback controller for a SISO discrete
time system. The free parameter in the Youla parametrization is chosen to minimize the iI-norm
of the closed-loop impulse response. This problem is converted to a LP (Linear Programming)
problem with the use of a duality result in optimization theory. This LP problem is solved to find
the minimal iI-norm. Then we construct a set of equations that has to be solved to find the iI-optimal
closed-loop impulse response. From this we obtain the iI-optimal free parameter and substitution of
this parameter in the Youla parametrization yields the iI-optimal output feedback controller. The
computation of the iI-optimal output feedback controller described above results in an algorithm,
which is implemented in Maple. So this thesis also provides a Maple-implementation for the exact
computation of the h-optimal output feedback controller for a SISO discrete-time stable system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

An important class of control problems aims to design controllers to stabilize a given plant while
minimizing the worst effect of a class of disturbances to the controlled output. When it is assumed
that the disturbance is a stochastic stationary signal and the performance is measured in terms of the
energy of the output, then this problem leads to the well known H2-control theory or equivalently
the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control theory, which has been studied extensively
in the 1960's. The H2-control theory, however, is not robust, Le., the theory does not include the
uncertainties of the plant. To cover also the uncertainties of the plant the following problem was
considered. When it is assumed that the disturbance is allowed to be an arbitrary signal with the only
restriction that the energy of the disturbance must be bounded and the performance is measured in
terms of the energy of the controlled output, then this problem leads to the well known Hoe-control
theory introduced by Zames [2] and solved by Chang and Pearson [3], Francis, Helton and Zames [4]'
Doyle, Glover, Khargonekar and Francis [5] and Doyle [6]. With both control theories the energy of
the output is minimized so it is still possible that a large peak occurs in the controlled output. If we
consider the saturation phenomena, or the fact that in a physical system a disturbance can persist
over all time, i.e., the signal is in loe and not in l2, then H2-control theory and the Hoe-control
theory do not naturally include amplitude bounds of observed and to be controlled signals.

Motivated by this, Vidyasagar [7] formulated the lr -control problem, where the disturbance
persist over all time (in loe) and the performance is measured in terms of the amplitude of the
controlled output. A general solution to the discrete-time ll-optimal control problem was presented
by Dahleh and Pearson [8, 9, 10]. The problem of minimizing the maximal amplitude of the output
turned out to be equal to the minimization of the one norm (the sum of the absolute values) of the
closed-loop impulse response. The solution presented by Dahleh and Pearson is a semi-infinite LP
(Linear Programming) problem that has to be solved to find the minimal (optimal) one norm, of
the closed-loop impulse response. In [9] it is shown that this problem can be reduced to a finite
dimensional LP programming problem, and from this it is also obtained that the ll-optimal closed
loop impulse response is a FIR (Finite Impulse Response). Solving this LP problem yields the optimal
ll-norm and from this we obtain, by solving a set of linear equations, the ll-optimal closed-loop
impulse response and the SISO discrete-time ll-optimal output feedback controller. The procedure
described above is discussed in this thesis and the computation of the ll-optimal output feedback
controller is implemented in the software package MAPLE. This implementation is discussed and
some simulation results are shown.

If we assume that we have full state information, then it is interesting to examine under what
conditions there exists a static state feedback that is ll-optimal. Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo [1] gave
sufficient conditions, based on the non-minimum phase zeros of the transfer function from the control
input to the regulated output, for the existence of a static lr -optimal feedback. In this thesis

1



2 Introduction

these conditions are examined and discussed. We start with a state space version of the Youla
parametrization [11] to obtain a parametrization of all dynamical stabilizing controllers. Then a
theorem is presented and proved for a system to be static based on the controllable and unobservable
subspace. Once the conditions for a system to be static are available from the previous theorem,
a condition for the free parameter in the Youla parametrization is derived such that the resulting
controller becomes static. These conditions are also presented in a theorem and proved and we show
some simulation results of the computation of the h-optimal static state feedback in Maple.

Finally we make comparisons to the Geometric Approach of control theory to obtain insight in
the structure of the static h-optimal feedback. First some previous results from geometric control
theory are stated [12]. These results are based on controlled invariant subspaces and controllability
subspaces. The computation of the geometric objects arising are implemented in Maple. Then,
motivated by the fact that the iI-optimal closed-loop impulse response is a FIR, we state a theorem
that provides a geometric condition for the closed-loop impulse response to be a FIR. This theorem
provides a construction of a minimal time deadbeat feedback, which is also based on the cancellation
of the minimum phase zeros. Furthermore we present a theorem that provides a necessary and
sufficient condition for the minimal time deadbeat feedback to be unique for a 8180 discrete-time
system. The computation of this feedback is also implemented in Maple. From simulation results we
obtained that this unique minimal time deadbeat feedback is the same as the iI-optimal feedback.
However, there was no time left to prove in this geometric setting that the minimal time deadbeat
feedback for a 8180 discrete-time system is indeed h-optimal. We also present a theorem that
provides a geometric condition for the minimal time deadbeat feedback to be iI-optimal. We show
some simulation results to illustrate the geometric conditions discussed in this chapter.

The organization of the thesis is as follows. In chapter 2 we formulate the iI-optimal control
problem and show that this problem leads to minimizing the one norm of the closed-loop impulse
response. In chapter 3 we give a state space parametrization of all stabilizing dynamical controllers
(Youla parametrization) and derive a condition for the free parameter, such that the resulting
controller becomes static. In chapter 4 we discuss the iI-optimal static state feedback obtained
by applying the methods presented by Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo [1]. In chapter 5 we discuss the
construction of the iI-optimal output feedback controller for a 8180 discrete-time system and the
implementation of the computation of the iI-optimal output feedback controller is discussed. In
chapter 6 we make a comparison to results in the geometric approach of control theory.



Chapter 2

Problem formulation

In this chapter we introduce the notation that is used in this thesis and some definitions are given.
Then we formulate the static ll-optimal control problem and show that this leads to minimizing the
ll-norm of the closed-loop impulse response.

Let E p be a discrete-time linear time-invariant multivariable system mapping wand u to z and y
described by the state space equations

{

x(k+1)

E
p [Z(k)]

y(k)

= Ax(k) +

= [g~] x(k) +

w(k) Ju(k)
w(k)
u(k)

(2.1)

where k E 7l. +, x(k) E X := IRn is the state, u(k) E U := IRm is the control input, w(k) E W := IRI

is the disturbance input, y(k) E Y := IRq is the measured output, z(k) E Z := IRP is the to be
controlled output. Systems described by (2.1) are completely determined by the matrices (A, B, C,
D) and are denoted by

[
~ ~lll ~122]'
C2 D 21 D 22

The impulse response ¢(k) of the system (2.1) is given by

{
D k=O

¢(k) = CAk-1 B k> 0

and the A-transform of ¢ is defined as

00

«1>(A) = L ¢(k)Ak

k=O

where A E <C . The A-transform of (2.3) satisfies

«1>(A) = [A, B, C, D] := AC(I - AA)-l B + D

and should not be confused with the usual z-transform
00

«1>(z) = L ¢(k)z-k = C(Iz - A)-lB + D,
;=0

which we will hardly use in this thesis.

3
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4 Problem Formulation

Definition 1 Eq. (2.4) implies that we associate with A the right shift operator

(Aw)(k) = w(k - 1). (2.7)

The system ill(A) E JR(p+q)x(l+m) is a real rational matrix. We write ill(A) in its Smith McMillan
form [13, 14]

where
M(A) = [ diag {fi(~)/'lMA)} ~] with i = 1, ... , n

(2.8)

(2.9)

and where fi, 'l/Ji are real polynomials in A with the following divisibility property: fi divides fi+1
and 'l/Ji+l divides 'l/Ji.

Definition 2 The zeros of ill(A) are the roots of the (nonzero) numerator polynomials fi(A) in the
Smith-McMillan form of ill(A).

Definition 3 The poles of ill(A) are the roots of the denominator polynomials 'l/Ji(A) in the Smith
McMillan form.

If (A, B, 0, D) is a minimal representation of ill then the poles of ill(A) correspond to the reciprocal
of the eigenvalues u(A) of the A-matrix.

Stability of the system (2.1) is related to the eigenvalues u(A) of the A-matrix. Let

(2.10)

and <r::b be the complement of <r::9 in the complex plane.

Definition 4 Let system ~p be given by (2.1) then ~p stable if u(A) C <r::9.

Lemma 1 ill(A) given by (2.5) represents the transfer function of a stable system if all poles A of
ill(A) are in <r::b, the complement of<r::9 •

Definition 5 A rational function ill(A) represents the transfer function of a causal system if

lim ill(A) < 00.
>.-0

If full state information is assumed, i.e, y = x => 02 = I, D 21 = 0 and D 22 = 0, then we consider
static feedback controllers of the form

~K: u = Fx, (2.11)

where F : X ---+ U is a linear map. The feedback F stabilizes the system (2.1) if u(A + B 2 F) C <r::9.
The class of all stabilizing feedback maps F for the system (2.1) will be denoted as Fstab. We assume
that (A, B 2 ) is stabilizable, which means that the unreachable modes are stable, so that Fstab i= 0.
Let w be a mapping :tz + ---+ JR. The h -norm and the loo-norm are defined by:

00
II W 111 = L I w(k) I,

k=O

II w 1100 sup Iw(k) I .
k~O

(2.12)



II -Optimal Control Theory

Let 1%0 denote the set of mappings W : :a:: + ---. lRq for which

II W 1100:= .max II Wi 1100< 00.
l.=l, ... ,q

Here, Wi denotes the i-th component of w. Consider the closed-loop system

5

(2.13)

(2.14)

with initial conditions x(O) = O. Let w be its input and z be its output. Define, for all F E Fstab,
the criterion

II z 1100
Il(F):= sup II II = sup II z 1100 .

wEI"" W 00 wEI"".lIwll",,::>1
(2.15)

The state feedback II -optimal control problem is to minimize Il(F) over all F E Fstab' Le., we define

. f (F) . f II z 1100Il:= 1ll Il = 1ll sup .
FEF.tal, FEF.tab wEI"" II W 1100

Let
Fopt C Fstab

denote the set of optimal stabilizing feedbacks F (if any) for which

Theorem 1 With the closed-loop impulse response <PF given by

the criterion given by (2.15) can be stated as

where
I

II <PF Ib:= max L II <P~ IiI,=I, ..p .
J=1

with <P~ is the ij-th entry of <PF.

Proof
Consider the loo-norm of the output z:

II z 1100 II <PF * W 1100,
k

= II E <PF(k - i)w(i) 1100,
;=0

k

< II E <PF(I) 110011 w 1100,
1=000

< IE <PF(I)11I w 1100 .
1=0

Now let <PF(I) = <Pt(l) - <p"F(I) where

<Pt(l) = {<PFo(l) l~ff <PF(I) > 0
<PF(I) ~ 0

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21 )

(2.22)

(2.23)
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and
(p-(l) = {-¢>F(l) if ¢>F(l) < 0

F 0 if ¢>F(l) ~ 0 '

Now (2.22) becomes
00

II z 1100 < I L(¢>t(l) - ¢>p(l))111 W 1100,
1=000

< I L(¢>t(l) + ¢>p(l))111 W 1100,
1=000

= L I(¢>t(l) + ¢>p(l))111 W 1100,
1=0

= II¢>Flltllwll oo '

From (2.25) it follows with w =I 0 that

II z 1100
sup II II :::;11 ¢>F III .

wEI"" W 00

Let k E ~ + be fixed and define the input

( .) ._ { sign¢>(k - i) for i = 0, ... , k
Wk Z .- 0 for i > k

Since II Wk 1100= 1 (2.26) becomes
k

II z 1100 = L I¢>F(i)l.
II Wk 1100 i=O

Now we show that rtf. > 0 3Wk E loo such that

II z 1100
j.L(F) - f. < II Wk 1100 :::; j.L(F).

Let

00 k

f.k L I¢>F(i)1 - L I¢>F(i)l,
i=O i=O

k

= II ¢>F III - L I¢>F(i)I,
i=O

00
= L I¢>F(i)1 > O.

i=k+l

Using (2.28) we thus find that
liz 1100

II Wk 1100 =11 ¢>F 111 -f.k·

Let f. > 0 and choose k such that f.k < f.. Then for that k

We thus constructed a sequence Wk E loo such that

liz 1100
II Wk 1100

Problem Formulation

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)



iI-Optimal Control Theory

gets arbitrarily close to II (PF 111. Together with (2.26) this yields that

II z 1100
p,(F):= sup II II =11 <PF Ih .

wEI"" W 00

Clearly, p,(F) is finite for all F E Fstab.

The state feedback iI-optimal control problem therefore becomes to determine

p,:= inf II <PF IiI
FEF.'ab

and to find an iI-optimal control law F E F opt such that

p, =11 <PF IiI .

7
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Chapter 3

Parametrization of stabilizing
controllers

In this chapter we start with a state space parametrization of all stabilizing dynamical controllers
to investigate if it is possible to find a parametrization of all static stabilizing controllers out of this
parametrization. In order to find a parametrization of all stabilizing static controllers we first give
a definition of a static system. Then we present a theorem, which provides a condition based on
the controllability subspace and unobservable subspace of the system, for the system to be static.
With the use of this condition we present the next theorem, which provides a condition for the free
parameter in the parametrization of all stabilizing dynamical controllers for the resulting controller
to become static.

3.1 State space parametrization of all stabilizing dynamical
controllers

Let the plant ~p with full state information, scalar input disturbance, scalar control and scalar
regulated output described by the state-space equations

[4 o D 12 .

o 0
(3.1)

Here we have assumed that D ll = 0 for simplicity reasons. Consider the observer-based controller
~c mapping the measured output y to the control input u

(3.2)

(3.3)

with F and L such that
cr(A + B 2F) c <C g ,

cr(A + LI) c <C g •

This controller is well known to be a stabilizing controller for ~p if and only if (3.3) holds. This
controller is augmented so that it produces an auxiliary output signal e and accepts an auxiliary
input v. This augmentation is done such that the closed-loop transfer function from v to e, obtained
by interconnecting ~p with ~c shown in Figure 3.1, is zero. The augmented controller ~c(F, L),

9



10 Parametrization Stabilizing Controllers

which defines the mapping

(3.4)

is given by the state-space equations

(3.5)o 1 .
1 0

By direct substitution e satisfies the difference equation

e(k + 1) = (A + L)e(k) + B1w(k), (3.6)

which implies that e depends on the initial conditions e(O) and is driven by w. From (3.6) it is clear
that e is not driven by v, since by construction the transfer function from v to e must be zero. Note
that this property holds VF,L satisfying (3.3).

w z

~p

u -- - y

r-- --------------------------- - ~

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

'~K

v - I- e

Figure 3.1: Observer-based controller ~c augmented with ~Q

Denote by ~p x ~c the interconnection of ~p and ~c defined by (3.1) and (3.5) shown in Figure
3.1. The state-space description of the system ~p x ~c, which defines the mapping

is derived in Appendix B and is given by

B 2F B 1

A+B2F+L 0
D 12F 0
-1 0

(3.7)
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Now we use similarity transformations to transform the states of Lp x Lc without changing the
transfer function. This similarity transformation will be used later when we derive the transfer
functions associated with Lp x LC' A similarity transformation T is defined by

[A,B,C,D] ---+ [T-1AT,T-1B,CT,D]

where T is non-singular. With T = [~ ~] the state space description of Lp x LC becomes

(3.8)

[

A+L
-L

o
o

(3.9)

Note that the A-matrix is lower triangular and that its eigenvalues are given by

a(A + L) u a(A + BzF). (3.10)

From this it is clear that Lc(F, L) is a stabilizing controller if and only if F and L are such that

(3.3) holds, as stated before. ,With T = [~ _~] the state space description of Lp x LC becomes

-BzF B 1
A+L B 1

-D1ZF 0
I 0

(3.11)

Note that (3.7), (3.9) and (3.11) all represent Lp x LC. Consider a system LQ relating e to v
through any stable system with state space description

(3.12)

shown in Figure 3.1. Denote by LK := LC x LQ the interconnection of LC and LQ defined by (3.5)
and (3.12) shown in Figure 3.1. The state-space description of the controller LK := Lc x LQ, which
defines the mapping

Y f-+ U,

is derived in Appendix B and is given by

(3.13)

Theorem 2 Let LK be as indicated and suppose that F and L satisfy (3.3). Then the following
statements are equivalent

1. LK stabilizes Lp

2. LQ stabilizes Lp x LC

3. LQ is stable.

Proof. The proof of theorem 2 can be found in [11, 15, 16] and is a state space version of the Youla
parametrization. 0



12 Parametrization Stabilizing Controllers

Interpretation: Theorem 2 says that with ~Q stable and ~c(F,L) such that (3.3) holds we have
a parametrization of all stabilizing controllers ~K for the system ~p.

Now ~Q can change the closed-loop transfer function «p(.\). To see how ~Q affects the closed-loop
transfer function «p(.\) we consider ~p x ~c which defines the mapping

Let

[
H(.\) U(.\)]
V(.\) W(.\) (3.14)

be the transfer functions associated with ~p x ~c and note that, by construction, W(.\) = 0. Then
from (3.9) the transfer function H(.\), which defines the mapping

w~z,

is given by

(3.15)

The transfer function U(.\), which defines the mapping

v~ z,

is given by

(3.16)

The transfer function V(.\), which defines the mapping

w~e,

is given by

V(.\) = [( A +OB
2
F ~~i), ( ~~ ),( ° I) ,0] .

The transfer function of the closed-loop system ~d := ~p x ~c x ~Q is given by

«p(.\) =H(.\) + U(.\)Q(.\)V(.\)

(3.17)

(3.18)

where Q(.\) is the transfer function associated with ~Q' The state space representation of the
closed-loop system ~d := ~p x ~c x ~Q' which defines the mapping

w~z,

is derived in Appendix B and is given by

B 2 (F - D Q )

A + B2 F + L - B2 DQ
-BQ

D 12 (F - DQ)

(3.19)
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We now can redraw Figure 3.1 into a model matching problem with Q(A) in a forward loop, shown
in Figure 3.2.

w H(A) +
+

'-------+ V(A) 1----+ Q(A) ---. U(A) -

Figure 3.2: Model matching: Ed := E p x Ec x EQ

z

Notice that H(A), U(A) and V(A) are all stable maps since the pre-stabilizing controller Ec
stabilizes the plant Ep . Note that the closed-loop transfer function from w f--+ z can only be stable
if Q(A) is a stable transfer function as stated before in theorem 2. If we transform (3.18) to a time
domain representation we get a parametrization of all closed-loop impulse responses <Pq

<Pq = h + u * q * v (3.20)

where q E It is the impulse response of EQ and * denotes convolution. h, u and v belong to It and
denote the inverse A-transform of H(A), U(A) and V(A), respectively.

3.2 Observer gain matrix L equal to -A

In order to simplify the transfer functions H(A), U(A) and V(A) we take the observer gain matrix
L equal to -A. Note that the choice of L = -A is without loss of generality, since we find a
parametrization of all stabilizing controllers. The choice of L = -A is allowed because

O"(A - A) = 0"(0) C lD g , (3.21 )

i.e., the eigenvalues are stable. By substitution of L = -A in (3.15) the transfer function H(A)
becomes

H(A) = [( ~ A +°B2F ) ,( ~1 ), (C1 C1 + D12 F ),0] .

The state space equations of H(A) are given by

(3.22)

6(k+1) =
6(k + 1) =

z(k) =
A~I(k) + (A + B2F)6(k)

C16 (k) + (C1+ DI2F)6(k)

+ B 1w(k)
(3.23)

The state 6 can be written as
6(k) = B1AW(k).

By eliminating the state 6 from (3.23) we obtain the state space equations

6(k + 1) = (A + B2F)6(k) + AB1AW(k)
z(k) = (C1+ D I2F)6(k) + C1B1AW(k)

and from this it follows that the transfer function H(A) is given by

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)
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where
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A F .- A+B2 F,

CF .- Cl + D 12 F.

(3.27)

By substitution of L = -A in (3.16) the transfer function U(>.) is given by

U(>.) = [( A+oB
2F -~2F), ( ~2 ), ( Cl +D12 F -D12F) ,D12] .

and with the initial value of the states zero we obtain

By substitution of L = -A in (3.17) the transfer function V(>.) becomes

(3.28)

(3.29)

(3.30)

The C-matrix is given by [0 I]. The state 6 does not effect 6, it is stable and it is unobservable
so it can be removed. The transfer function V(>.) becomes

(3.31 )

With the use of (3.26), (3.29) and (3.31) we find the state space representation of the closed-hop
system to be

[

AF B 2CQ 0 B 2 DQBl >. ]
o AQ 0 BQBl >. (3.32)
o 0 AF ABl >. .

CF D 12 CQ CF (ClBl + D 12 DQBI)>.

The state space representation of the controller ~K can be found by substitution of L = -A in
(3.13) and is given by

(3.33)

3.3 Parametrization of static state feedback stabilizing con
trollers

Since we will be particularly interested in static state feedback stabilizing controllers we investigate
in this section the possibility to parametrize all static stabilizing feedback controllers using the Youla
parametrization of the previous section.

3.3.1 Characterization of static systems in general

To discuss static systems, we will now first give a definition of a static system. Consider the system
~p described by the state space equations

[-$-] (3.34)
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and with the transfer function given by

00

Psystem(>') = D +L CAi- 1 B>.i,
i=l

where
{CAi

- 1 B,i= 1,2, ...}

15

(3.35)

(3.36)

are the Markov parameters. The dimension of the system ~p is given by the dimension of the states,
i.e.,

dim~p = dimX. (3.37)

Definition 6 ~p is a minimal representation of the transfer function (3.35) if there is no other
representation ~~ with the same transfer function with

dim~~ < dim~p.

Definition 7 Let ~p be a minimal representation then ~p is static if dim~p = o.

Let the subspace n c X be defined as

(3.38)

which is referred to as the controllability subspace of the state space X of ~p. Let the subspace
N c X be defined as

n

N:= nKer(CAi
-

1
) = Ker

i=l

C
CA
CA2

(3.39)

CAn - 1

which is referred to as the unobservable subspace of the state space X of ~p.

We will now present a theorem that provides a condition, based on the controllability subspace and
the unobservable subspace defined above, for a system to be static.

Theorem 3 Let the system ~p be described by the state space equations

[*].
Then ~p is static ¢:::::} n c N.

Proof

1. (if) n c N ~

An- 1B ] -... -

[

CB
CAB

CA~-lB

CAB
CA2 B Ct~:t ] =0.

CA2~-2B
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from this we have that CAL A k B = 0 for k,l = 0, ... ,n-l. Now with the use of Cayley-Hamilton
theorem [13], which says that for any n x n matrix A, An is a linear combination of the lower
powers of A,

An E span {I, AI, ... , An-I}

it follows that CAL A k B = 0 for k, 1E 71. +. The transfer function of the the system Ep is now
given by

H(>') = D,

and this is a static transfer function. Thus Ep is static.

2. (only if) Ep static, so this means that there are no dynamics in Ep , Le. the transfer function
is given by H(>') = D. From this it follows that the Markov parameters are all zero, Le.,

CAk B = 0, Vk E 71. + ~

CA k ALB = 0, Vk,l E 71. + ~

Im(AIB) e Ker(CA k
), Vk,l E 71. + ~

n

1m [B AB A 2B ... An-lB] e nKer(CAi-l) ~
i=l

ReN.

o

Interpretation: Static means that when (Ul' yd and (U2' Y2) satisfy the state space equations of
Ep then for all to, also

t ~ to
t > to

(3.40)

satisfy the state space equations of Ep .

3.3.2 Resulting controller becomes static

We will now investigate if it is possible to find all static stabilizing controllers out of the parame
trization discussed in section 3.2. The state space description of the controllers is given by

(3.41)

We use the condition presented in theorem 3, Le., we want to find [AQ, BQ, CQ, D Q] such that
RK e NK or equivalently the Markov parameters of EK must all be zero. We have found a
condition for [AQ, BQ, CQ, DQ] such that the Markov parameters are all zero, but we had to make
an assumption on the direct feedthrough matrix DQ. The result is presented in the next theorem.

[~Q.].~
Then the augmented controller EK := Ec(F, -A) x EQ is static~ the systemSuppose DQ = F.

EQ is static.

Theorem 4 Let Ec(F, -A) be described by (3.5) and let the system EQ be described by the state
space equations
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Proof

17

(3.42)

1. (only if) If ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q static then n K C NK according to theorem 3, where
nK is the controllability subspace and N K is the unobservable subspace of the state space
XK of ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q' From this it follows that the Markov parameters of ~K :=
~c(F, -A) x ~Q are all zero, i.e

M i = CK A~lB K = 0 i = 1,2, ...

We now show that the Markov parameters of ~Q are all zero, Le.

CQA~-l BQ =0 i = 1,2, ...

By substitution of ~Q = IAQ,BQ, CQ, F) in (3.33) the state space description of the augmented
controller ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q becomes

[
AK IB K ] [ 0 B

2
CQ AF]

C D = - BQ AQ BQ .
K K 0 CQ F

The Markov parameters of ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q denoted by M i are derived in Appendix C
and are given by:

i = 1: M 1 = CQBQ = 0 ::} CQBQ = 0
i = 2: M2 = CQAQBQ - CQBQAF

=CQAQBQ = 0 ::} CQAQBQ = 0
i = 3: M 3 =CQAbBQ - CQAQBQAF - CQBQB2CQBQ

=CQAbBQ = 0 ::} CQAbBQ = 0

and for i ~ 4

i-4

M i = -CQAQ-2BQAF + CQA~lBQ - CQBQB2CQA~-3 - L CQA~3-jBQB2CQAbBQ
j=O

i-4

-CQA~2BQAF + CQA0
1BQ - L CQA~-3-jBQB2CQAbBQ.

j=O

from which it follows that CQA~-lBQ = 0 provided CQAbBQ = 0 for j < i -1. An induction
argument yields that

CQA01BQ=0, i=1,2,3, ...

The Markov parameters of ~Q are all zero, then nQ C N Q and from this it follows according
to theorem 3 that ~Q is static.

2. (if) If ~Q is static then nQ C N Q according to theorem 3, where nQ is the controllability
subspace and NQ is the unobservable subspace of the state space XQ of ~Q' From this it
follows that the Markov parameters of ~Q are all zero, Le.

CQA~-l BQ = 0, i = 1,2,3, ...

The Markov parameters of the augmented controller ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q become:

i = 1: M 1 = CQBQ = 0,
i = 2: M 2 =CQAQBQ - CQBQAF =0,
i = 3: M 3 = CQAbBQ - CQAQBQAF - CQBQB2CQBQ = 0,
i ~ 4: M i = -CQA~2BQAF + CQAQ-1BQ - CQBQB2CQA~-3

i-4 . 3 . .
- L: CQAQ -J BQB2CQAbBQ =0

j=O
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and it follows that the Markov parameters M i of ~K are all zero. Thus RK C NK and
according to theorem 3 the augmented controller ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q is static. 0

Interpretation: Theorem 4 provides a condition for the controller ~K, obtained by applying the
Youla-parametrization, to be static. Note that the pre-stabilizing controller ~c(F, -A) is dynamic
and that with ~Q static (DQ = F) the controller ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q becomes static.

To find more general conditions for the controller ~K to be static is very difficult and I would
say almost impossible. It follows that the approach of using the Youla parametrization to find
a parametrization of all static stabilizing controllers for the system ~p is not a straightforward
procedure and yields only the result presented in theorem 4. This result will be used later in chapter
4. I think that it is not necessary that the observer gain matrix L = -A for theorem 4 to hold, but
there was no time left to investigate this. Furthermore I can not prove the fact that the condition
presented in theorem 4 is the only one that yields a static controller, but I have a strong feeling that
this is the case.



Chapter 4

Static state feedback ll-optimal
controllers

Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo presented sufficient conditions for the existence of a static h-optimal con
troller [1]. These conditions are based on the non-minimum phase zeros of the transfer function

PI2(A) = [A,B2 ,C1 ,DI2 ]

from the control u to the regulated output z. In the first section we discuss a static state feedback
that is iI-optimal for a transfer function P12 (A) with the non-minimum phase zeros at the origin. In
the second section we discuss a static state feedback that is h-optimal for a transfer function PI2 (A)
with the non-minimum phase zeros not necessarily at the origin. In section 3 we give a state space
characterization of the results in the previous sections. In section 4 we discuss the Maple-routine
that computes the iI-optimal static state feedback and we show some simulation results.

We will now define some terms that will be used in the sequel.

Definition 8 AD E <C is called a minimum phase zero of a transfer function <1>(A) if AD is a zero of
<1>(A) and IAol > 1, i.e., AD outside the unit disc.

Definition 9 AD E <C is called a non-minimum phase zero of a transfer function <1>(A) if AD is a
zero of <1>(A) and IAol < 1, i.e., AD inside the unit disc.

Definition 10 A transfer function <1>(A) is called minimum phase if it has all its poles and zeros
outside the unit disc.

4.1 Condition based on non-minimum phase zeros at the ori-.
gIn

In this section we will consider the plant L;p with full state information and with the transfer function
PI2 (A) given by

with lail > 1 ; Ibil > 1. (4.1)

This transfer function is minimum phase except for an integer number (r) of unit delays, i.e zeros
at the origin in the A-plane.

19
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Theorem 5 [1] For such a system the static feedback F* that places the eigenvalues

at the inverses of the minimum-phase zeros of PI2 (,X) and the rest at the origin is h -optimal.

Before the proof of theorem 5 is presented, I would first like to discuss the following equation

(4.2)

Eq. 4.2 is used in the proof of theorem 5. The cases where r = 0 and r > 0 are discussed separately:

1. r = 0: With r = 0 we have that D 12 :f:. 0 and from this it follows that C1 + D I2F* = O. This
is shown in Appendix D.

2. r > 0: With r > 0 we first obtain that the direct feedthrough term is zero, Le., D 12 = 0 and as
a result CFo = C1 • The eigenvalues that are placed can be divided in two parts, the eigenvalues
that are placed at the origin and the eigenvalues that are placed at the inverse location of the
minimum phase zero of PI2 ('x). Every eigenvalue that is placed at the origin causes a delay in
the closed-loop system. The influence of the eigenvalues that are placed at the inverse location
of the minimum phase zeros of PI2 (,X) is not so easy to see from the definition of F*. That
is why we refer to the geometric approach of control theory, discussed in chapter 6, to obtain
more insight in (4.2) . From the geometric approach it follows that the feedback F* given in
theorem 5 steers the states into a subspace which is contained in the kernel of C1 •

We will now give the proof of theorem 5.

Proof
If we use F* in the parametrization of H('x), U('x) and V('x) described in section 3.2, the problem
can be stated as

(4.3)

with the 'x-transform of h, u and v given by

H('x) = 'x[AFo,AB1,CFo,C1BI],

U('x) [A Fo,B2,CFo,DI2 ],

V('x) B1'x,

(4.4)

respectively. The feedback F* is such that the minimum phase zeros ai of PI2 (,X) are cancelled.
With PI2 (,X) = [A,B2,C1,DI2 ] it follows from (4.4) that the transfer function U('x) is given by

U('x) = [AFo,B2,CFo,DI2],

,Xr I1~=r+l (,x - ai)
= "Ir I1~=r+l (,x - ai) ,

= !r AT .
(4.5)

The cases where r = 0 and r > 0 will be treated separately.
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1. r = 0: With r = 0 we have that D 12 #- o. Then Cl + D 12F* = 0, i.e., Cl = -D12F*. With
CF. = 0 the transfer functions become

H(>') = C1B l >. = -D12F*B l >.,

U(>.) D 12 ,

V(>.) = B l >..

(4.6)

So the closed-loop transfer function becomes

(4.7)

Thus the il-optimal solution is given by Q(>') = F* and <fl(>') = o. With ~Q static and
D Q = F* the conditions given by theorem 4 are satisfied and the controller

~K: u =F*x

is static.

2. r > 0: With r > 0 we have that D12 = o.
With Cl (A + B2F*Y = C1AF. = 0 the transfer function H(>') is given by

U(>.) is given by

(4.9)

and

(4.10)

The closed-loop transfer function is now given by

<fl(>') H(>.) + U(>')Q(>')V(>'),
C1B l >. + C1AB1>.2 + C1AF·AB1>.3

+ ... + C1A~-:2AB1>.r
+ C1A~-:1(A + B2Q(>'))Bl >.r+l.

(4.11)

From this it is clear that Q(>') can not affect the first r+1 elements of C/>, Le., (c/>(i), i = 0, ... ,r).
So the best possible choice of Q(>') is the one that makes C1A~-:1(A +B2Q(>')) zero. And this
is achieved by letting Q(>') =F*, since

(4.12)

Again the conditions given by theorem 4 are satisfied and the controller

~K: u = F*x

is static.

o
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4.2 Condition based on non-mInImum phase zeros not ne
cessarily at the origin

Now we consider the case where the zeros of P12(.\) = [A,B2 ,C1 ,D12 ] are not necessarily at the
origin. The same parametrization as described in the previous section is used. We choose F* to
place n - r eigenvalues of AF • at the inverse of the minimum phase zeros of P12 (.\) and the rest (r)
at the origin. Then we have that H(.\) is polynomial in .\ and of order r + 1, so we can write H(.\)
as

r

H(.\) = 91.\ II(.\ - ai),
i=1

(4.13)

where 91 E IR and a;'s are the zeros of H(.\). The transfer function U(.\) is polynomial too, but of
order r, so we can write U(.\) as

r

U(.\) = 92 II(.\ - (3j),
j=1

(4.14)

where 92 E IR and (3/s are the non-minimum phase zeros of P12 (.\). The transfer function V(.\) is
given by

(4.15)

Now the dosed-loop transfer function is given by

<1>(.\) H(.\) + U(.\)Q(.\)V(.\),

(g,g(.\ -0,) +g,Q(>. - Pj)Q(.\)) .I.

.- <i>(.\).\,

(4.16)

where
(4.17)

With
(4.18)

the optimization problem becomes equivalent to minimizing the It-norm of ¢. Consider the following
LP problem:

subject to

s

mln LI¢(i)1
¢ i=O

s r

L ¢(i)(3; = 91 II ((3j - ai), for j = 1,2, ... , r.
i=O i=1

(4.19)

(4.20)

with s the maximal discrete-time for which ¢ =f:. 0, which will be denoted by a subscript. Thus ¢s
means that ¢(k) = 0 for k > s. In the proof we will say that ¢ is of order s.

Note that for simplicity reasons the non-minimum phase zeros (3j in (4.20) are assumed to have
multiplicity equal to one. The following results, however, carryover the more general case. From
(4.20) it follows that we have r constraints and that s is arbitrary large. We now introduce the
following condition

r-1

Llcil < 1,
i=O

(4.21)
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where

23

(4.22)
r

II (A - (Jj) = A
r + Cr_l Ar-

1 + ... + CIA + CO.
j=1

Condition (4.21) delineates a region inside the unit disc in which the non-minimum phase zeros {Jj
are constrained to lie, it is called the region condition introduced by Deodhare and Vidyasagar [17].
The following theorem by Deodhare and Vidyasagar [17] will prove useful.

Theorem 6 [17] Let ¢: be an optimal solution for the LP problem (4.19), (4.20) with s ~ O. If
(4.21) holds then

s

II ¢;-1 1\1=11 ¢: 111= mln L: 1¢(i)1
¢ i=O

for all s > r - 1.

Proof
To simplify the notation we assume that the non-minimum phase zeros {Jj are real and distinct. If
¢ is of order r - 1 the constraints (4.20) can be written as

(4.23)

i.e.
T-V 1!..=H,

where V is the Vandermonde matrix, Hi denote the constraint values given by

r

H j = 91 II ({Jj - ai), for j = 1,2, ... , r
i=1

(4.24)

(4.25)

and Ik denotes the vector of the first r values of the closed-loop impulse response. We now have to

prove that the value of the objective function (4.19) cannot be reduced by making ¢(r) non-zero,
if the region condition (4.21) is satisfied. Now with s = r, i.e., ¢(r) =I 0, the constraints given by
(4.23) can be written as

[ I (4.26)

where
{J; ] . (4.27)

Now let
9 = V-T f = [911 912 . . . 91 r ] T .
-1 -1

The value of the objective function with ¢(r) = 0 is

r

Cl = L: Ikil·
i=1

If ¢(r) =I 0, the value of the objective function is

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)
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Now C2 > C1 if
r

L /glil =11 fl.1 111 < 1.
i=l

ll-0ptimal Static State Feedback

(4.31)

Thus the value of the objective function cannot be reduced by making ¢J(r) non-zero if II gill < 1.
-1

Let

[1

0 0
(32 0 0

E'- 0 (4.32)
0

0 0 0 (3r
Now

V EV- 1 = P = [~ ~ ~ ~ ~
o ... 0 1

iT

where P is the phase variable form of E. The r th row of V E equals

(VE)r = L~·

Therefore,

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.36)

Fv- 1 = gT = iT (4.35)
-1 -1

and II fl.1 111=11 i 111 . Now, since i consists of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial (4.22)
of E, it follows that

r-1

II fl.1 Ih= L ICil·
i=O

Thus, (4.31) is true if the region condition is satisfied and hence ¢J(r) is extraneous. To prove that
~(r + 1), ~(r + 2), ... are extraneous we refer to [17]. 0

With the use of theorem 6 we present the next theorem.

Theorem 7 Let P12 (A) = [A, B 2, G1, D 12] have r non-minimum phase zeros. Then if the non
minimum phase zeros (3j satisfy the region condition (4.21), F* is II -optimal.

Proof
By theorem 6, the optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢J is of order r - 1. From the order of each
term in (4.16) it follows that Q(A) has to be constant and such that ¢J(r) = O. The value of the
closed-loop impulse response ¢J at r is given by

¢J(r) = (G1 + D 12 F*)Ap.-:1(AB l + B 2Q(A)),

= (G1 +D12 F*)Ap.-:1(A+B2Q(A))B1.

Since, by construction GF- Aj;._ = 0 it follows that ¢J(r) = 0 with Q(A) = F*, and again the
conditions given by theorem 4 are satisfied and the controller

:EK : u = F*x

is static.

Note that with
!P(A) = ci>(A)A

the optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢ is zero at r + 1, Le. ¢(r + 1) = O.

o
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4.3 A state space characterization

25

In this section we give a state space characterization of the proof of theorem 5 and theorem 7. The
state space descriptions of H(>"), U(>..) and V(>..) are given by

[
AF ABI >..]

~H'- CF CIBI>.. '

~u .- [~; %:2]'
~v [*].

The state space description of the closed-loop system ~HUV := ~H + ~U x ~Q x ~v is given by

(4.37)

Assume ~Q is static ~Q is a static system, so the minimal description of ~Q is given by

[-%ti-]. (4.38)

By substitution of ~Q in (4.37) the state space description of the closed-loop system becomes

[

AF 0 ABI >.. ]
o AF B2DQBI >.. .

CF CF CIBI >.. + D 12DQBI >..

With T = [_~ ~] (4.39) becomes

[
AF ABI >.. + B2DQB l >.. ]
CF CIBI >.. + D l2 DQB I >.. .

From this it follows that the closed-loop transfer function <1>(>") is given by

<1>(>") = CIB l >.. + D I2DQBI >..
+ CFABI >..2 + CFB2DQB I >..2

+ CFAFABI >..3 + CFAFB2DQB I >..3

+ CFA}ABI >..4 + CFA}B2D QBI >..4

+

(4.39)

(4.40)

and the closed-loop impulse response is given by

¢(k) := { ~IBI + D l2 DQ B I

CFA~-2(A + B2DQ)BI

k=O
k=1
k = 2,3, ...

(4.41)

By substitution of ~Q in (3.33) we obtain the state space description of the controller ~K

[
B2F - B2D Q IB2DQ + A ]

F-DQ DQ . (4.42)
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Non-minimum phase zeros at the origin We now consider systems described in section 4.1
and choose the feedback F according to theorem 5. We now show that this feedback is iI-optimal
as stated before, this is done for r > 0 or equivalently D 12 = o. With the feedback F = F* we have
that

ClAp_ = o.
The transfer function U()") is now given by

and depends on r. Next the cases where r = 1 and r 2: 2 will be treated separately.

r = 1: With r = 1 we have that ClA F - = o. The transfer function U()") becomes

and the closed-loop impulse response becomes

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)

k=O
k=1
k=2
k = 3, ...

(4.46)

From (4.46) it follows that DQ can not affect the first 2 elements of ¢, it can only affect ¢(2). The
best possible choice of DQ is the one that makes ¢(2) = 0 and is achieved by letting DQ = F*, since
by construction C l AF- = O.

r 2: 2: With r 2: 2 we have that ClAp_ = o. The transfer function U()") becomes

and it follows that

(4.47)

ClA~_B2 = 0

The closed-loop impulse response becomes

for i = O, ... ,r - 2. (4.48)

k=O
k=1
k = 2, . .. ,r
k=r+1
k = r + 2, ...

(4.49)

From (4.49) it follows that DQ can not affect the first r + 1 elements of ¢, it can only affect ¢(r + 1).
The best possible choice of DQ is the one that makes ¢(r + 1) = 0 and is achieved by letting
DQ = F*, since by construction ClAp_ = O.

Non-minimum phase zeros not necessarily at the origin We now consider systems described
in section 4.2 and we choose the feedback F according to theorem 7. Next we show that this feedback
is iI-optimal as stated before. The closed-loop impulse response with F = F* becomes

k=O
k=1
k = 2, ... ,r + 1
k = r + 2, ...

(4.50)
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From this it is clear that DQ can affect ¢(k) for k = 2, .. . ,r+1. To see what the best possible choice
of DQ must be to minimize the it-norm of ¢ is not so clear. By theorem 6, the optimal closed-loop
impulse ¢ is of order r - 1. With <I>(A) = <I>(A)A we have that ¢ is of order r and from this it follows
that ¢(r + 1) = O. This is achieved by letting DQ = F*, since

¢(r + 1) = CF·A~:I(A + BzF*)B1 ,

CF·,Ap.B1 ,

O.

In both cases (non-minimum phase zeros at the origin or not necessarily at the origin) with F = F*
and DQ = F* the conditions given by theorem 4 are satisfied and the controller

EK: U = F*x

is static.

4.4 Implementation SISO discrete-time h-optimal static state
feedback in Maple

4.4.1 The routine pplace to compute ll-optimal feedback

We refer to [18, 19] for more information about working and programming in Maple. We have
implemented the computation of the II-optimal feedback discussed in the previous sections in the
Maple-routine pplace. We will discuss how to use this routine and its input and output handling so
it can be used by someone else in future work. In this routine it is assumed that the controller has
access to the state and that the disturbance acts at the plant input (P(A) = PU(A) = P1Z (A)), i.e,

Z P(A)(U + w),

y x.

(4.51)

This assumption is made to simplify the computation of the (A, B, C, D)-matrices representing the
plant. Before you can use the routine, it must be read into the worksheet of Maple by the following
command

> read 'LOCALDIR/pplace.txt':

where LOCALDIR stands for your local directory on your PC where the file pplace can be found.
For example if the local directory on your PC is c: \maple\routine, then you type the following
command

> read 'c:/maple/routine/pplace.txt';

note that in Maple you must type : / instead of : \. During the executing of the routine pplace
a subroutine tftoss to compute the (A, B, C, D)-matrices representing the plant is used, i.e., it is
read into the worksheet by the following command

> read 'LOCALDIR/tftoss.txt':.

Thus you must first change LOCALDIR in the file pplace to your local directory on your PC,
where the file tftoss can be found, before executing the routine pplace.
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Input - Output handling: The input of the routine is the transfer function P12(A), which is
defined in Maple by typing for example

> p12:=«lambda-l/3)*(lambda-2))/«lambda-S)*(lambda+3));.

After that you can execute the routine by typing
> pplace(p12);.

The output will be printed on the worksheet and the names of the global variables available after
execution are printed in a list on the worksheet. The software is available on request.

4.5 Simulations in Maple

In the following subsections we will show some simulation results. Three systems are simulated with
the following properties:

1. Two non-minimum phase zeros in H2(A).

2. Two non-minimum phase zeros and one minimum phase zero in P12 (A).

3. Five non-minimum phase zeros in P12 (A).

4.5.1 Two non-minimum phase zeros in Pt2()..)

The transfer function H2(A) is given by

(4.52)

and the zeros of P12 (A) are given by

In the z-domain this transfer function becomes Pt2(Z) = P12 (Z-1):

p*(Z)_lO -3+z
12 - 3 (-2+3z)(5+6z)

and the zeros of Pt2(Z) are given by
{3, oo}.

The state space description of the system is given by

(4.53)

(4.54)

The zeros are all non-minimum phase so there are no minimum phase zeros to cancel. The eigenvalues
(T(A + B 2 F*) are given by

{O,O}.



U(>.)

V(>.)

H(>')
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The feedback F*, the matrix AF- and CF- are given by

F* [~~5 ],
AF- [~~ ] ,

CF- [257 ~5].

The transfer functions H(>'), U(>.) and V(>.) are given by

5 95 2 5 3

= 27 >. - 162 >. + 54 >. ,

= ~ >. _ ~ >.2
27 9'

[ ~ ].

The ll-optimal closed-loop transfer function becomes

29

H(>') + U(>')Q(>')V(>'),

~ >. _ ~ >.2
27 9

(4.55)

and the ll-norm is given by
20
27

Now the product CF- A~. with i = 1, ... , r is printed. In this case the number of non-minimum
phase zeros is 2, Le. r = 2:

[
-5 ].9"" 0 ,~ = 1

[0 O]'i = 2.

It follows that CF-A}. = 0, as used in the proof of theorem 5 and theorem 7.

We have also solved the linear programming problem (4.19) to find the optimal closed-loop impulse
response ¢. The region condition is satisfied, i.e., ¢(k) = 0 for k > r - 1 according to theorem 6.
The constraints (4.20) of the LP problem are given by

{
- 5 - 1- }
¢o = 27' ¢o + 3" ¢1 = 0 .

It follows that there is nothing left to be minimized, since the constraints form a set of equations
that has only one unique solution given by

and with ep(>.) = ~(>.)>. the ll-optimal closed-loop impulse response becomes
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The h-optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢ found by solving the "LP problem" is equal to the
one found by computing the inverse A-transform of (4.55). In Figure 4.1 the II-optimal closed-loop
impulse response ¢ is plotted.

o.21---r------:======r------,-------,---r--~-----.-_____,

0.1

01-------'

-0.1

:;<
::2-0.2
Q.

-0.3

-0.4

-0.5

-0.60'-----0~.-5-~--1~.5-~2--2~.5-~3--3~.5--4~-4~.-5----'5

k

Figure 4.1: 11 -optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢

For practical reasons (maximal output of the actuator) we have also plotted the corresponding
II-optimal control input u shown in Figure 4.2

0.21------,------;=====:::'::====~--~----r---~-~

of---------,I
-0.2

~-O.4

-0.6

-0.8

-10'-----~0.~5--~--1~.5=----2~-----:c2.'c:c5--~3c----3~.5=------'4·

k

Figure 4.2: 11 -optimal control input u

and the loo-norm of the II-optimal control input u is computed to be,

5
II u 1100= 6' (4.56)
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4.5.2 Two non-minimum phase zeros and one minimum phase zero III

P12(>")

The transfer function P12(A) is given by

and the zeros of H2(A) are given by

In the z-domain this transfer function becomes Pt2(Z) = P12 (Z-1):

p*(z)_110 (-3+z)(-1+3z)
12 - 3 (-2+3z)(5+6z)(-1l+13z)

and the zeros of Pt2 (z) are given by
1

{:3,3,oo}.

The state space description of the system is given by

(4.57)

(4.58)

-550 55]
351 117 ;D = [0]. (4.59)

It follows that there is one minimum phase zeros to cancel. The eigenvalues a-(A +B 2 F*) are given
by

1
{O, 0, :3 }.

The feedback F*, the matrix AF' and CF • are given by

F* = [-269 -163 55]
234 117 '

(4.60)

[ ~ ::],
o 1 0

[
~ -550
117 351

The transfer functions H(A), U(A) and V(A) are given by

55 ]
117 .

H(A) =

U(A)

V(A)
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The ll-optimal closed-loop transfer function becomes

h -Optimal Static State Feedback

<1>opt(.-\) = H(.-\) + U(.-\)Q(.-\)V(.-\),

_ 55.-\2 ~.-\
39 + 117

(4.61)

and the h-norm is given by
220
117

Now the product CF" A~. with i = 1, ... , r is printed. In this case the number of non-minimum
phase zeros is 2, Le. r = 2:

[
-55 55 ]. 1
39 117 0 ,t =

[0 0 0], i = 2.

It follows that CF" A}. = 0, as used in the proof of theorem 5 and theorem 7.

The non-minimum phase zeros satisfy the region condition, Le., ¢J(k) = 0 for k > r - 1 according to
theorem 6. The constraints (4.20) of the LP problem are given by

It follows that there is nothing left to be minimized, since the constraints form a set of equations
the has only one unique solution given by

{
-55 - -55}
¢o = 117' ¢I = 39

and with <1>(.-\) = <I>(.-\).-\ the ll-optimal closed-loop impulse response becomes

The h-optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢ found by solving the "LP problem" is equal to the
one found by computing the inverse .-\-transform of (4.61). In Figure 4.3 the ll-optimal closed-loop
impulse response ¢ is plotted.

0.5 ,----~-~=====r---,---...,...----r-----r------,-___,

01--------'

:i<
:2-0 .5
Q.

-1

-1.50~--0~.5--~-1~.5'--------'2-----:2-'-.5-----'3--3J....5---.L4-----:4.'::-5-----'.5

k

Figure 4.3: II -optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢
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For practical reasons (maximal output of the actuator) we have also plotted the corresponding
iI-optimal control input u shown in Figure 4.4

0.2r--~-~----.------.--~-----.------r-~-~~-~

0-

-0.2

'--------

~-O.4

-0.6

-0.8

2 3 4 5
k

6 7 8 9 10

Figure 4.4: 11 -optimal control input u

and the loo-norm of the 11-optimal control input u is computed to be,

95
II u 1100= 117·

4.5.3 Five non-minimum phase zeros in P12(A)

The transfer function PI2 (A) is given by

1 -1 -1 1
{ 3' 3' 2' 9' O}.

In the z-domain this transfer function becomes Pt2(Z) = PI2 (Z-I):

P* (z) _ 500 ( -3 + z )( 3 + z)( 2 + z)( -9 + z )
12 - 81 (-2+3z)(5+6z)(-1O+11z)(10+11z)(1+2z)

(4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

and the zeros of Pt2 (z) are given by
{-2, -3,3,9,00}.

The state space description of the system is given by

-2 5657 1805 -425 -250

B~ [~ ]

- -- -- -- --
3 4356 2178 1089 1089

A= 1 0 0 0 0 (4.65)
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
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[
125 -875

C= 88209 88209
-125

3267
875
9801

250 ]
1089 ; D = [0] . (4.66)

The zeros are all non-minimum phase zeros so there are no minimum phase zeros to cancel. The
eigenvalues l1(A + B 2 F) are given by

{O, 0, 0, 0, O}.

The feedback F*, the matrix AFo and Cpo are given by

F* = [~
-5657 -1805 425 250 ]-- -- --

1089 '4356 2178 1089

[i
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

[ 125 -875 -125 875 250 ]-- -- -- 1089 .88209 88209 3267 9801

The transfer functions H('\), U('\) and V('\) (4.4) are given by

~,\ _ 2875 ,\2 _ 8375,\3 125,\4 5000,\5 _ 500 ,\6

H('\) 88209 264627 264627 + 1089 + 29403 3267'

U('\) ~,\ _ 875 ,\2 _ 125 ,3 875,\4 250,\5
88209 88209 3267

A + 9801 + 1089 '

V(A) [ n
The h -optimal closed-loop transfer function becomes

<I> opt (,\) = H (,\) + U(,\)Q('\)V (,\),

~,\ _ ~,\2 _ 125,\3 875,\4 250,\5
88209 88209 3267 + 9801 + 1089

(4.67)

and the h-norm is given by
32500
88209'

Now the product Cpo A~o with i = 1, ... , r is printed. In this case the number of non-minimum
phase zeros is 5, Le. r = 5:

[
-875 -125 875 250 ]. 1
88209 3267 9801 1089 0 , z =

[
-125 875 250 ] . 2
3267 9801 1089 0 0 ,z =

[
875 250 0 0 0] i = 3
9801 1089 '

[ 250 0 0 0 0] i =4
1089 '
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[0 0 0 0 0], i = 5.
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It follows that CF' A}. = 0, as used in the proof of theorem 5 and theorem 7.

The non-minimum phase zeros satisfy the region condition, Le., ¢(k) = 0 for k > r - 1 according to
theorem 6. The constraints (4.20) of the LP problem are given by

{
- 1- 1- 1- 1 - - 1- 1- 1 - 1-

<Po - - <PI + - <P2 - - <P3 + - <P4 = 0 <Po + - <PI + - <P2 + - <P3 + - <P4 = 0
2 4 8 16 ' 3 9 27 81 '

- 125 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1-
<Po = 88209' <Po + '9 <PI + 81 <P2 + 729 <P3 + 6561 <P4 = 0,

- 1- 1- 1- 1- }
<Po - - <PI + - <P2 - - <P3 + - <P4 = 0 .

3 9 27 81

It follows that there is nothing left to be minimized, since the constraints form a set of equations
with only one unique solution given by

{
- 125 - 250 - -875 - -125 - 875 }

<Po = 88209' <P4 = 1089' <PI = 88209' <P2 = 3267' <P3 = 9801

and with «P(A) = ~(A)A the ll-optimal closed-loop impulse response becomes

The!} -optimal closed-loop impulse response <P found by solving the "LP problem" is equal to the
one found by computing the inverse A-transform of (4.67). In Figure 4.5 the ll-optimal closed-loop
impulse response <P is plotted.

0.25.-------r----r----.-------,-----...---~--~-___,

0.2

0.15

~ 0.1

0.05

°l---~_ _____,
I

-0.05
0
'-----------'------'2'--------'-3---'4---5"':---~6-----:7~---'8

k

Figure 4.5: II -optimal closed-loop impulse response <P

For practical reasons (maximal output of the actuator) we have also plotted the corresponding
!}-optimal control input u shown in Figure 4.6
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-
0.5
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-1
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Figure 4.6: 11 -optimal control input u

and the loo-norm of the ll-optimal control input u is computed to be,

5657
II u 1100= 4356' (4.68)



Chapter 5

Output feedback iI-optimal
controllers

In this chapter we will derive the II-optimal output feedback controller for a 8180 discrete-time stable
system. We will first define the problem of finding an II-optimal output feedback controller. Then we
discuss the problem solution, which results into a nice algorithm to compute the h -optimal output
feedback controller. The computation of the II-optimal output feedback controller is implemented
in Maple. This implementation is discussed since not everybody is familiar with programming in
Maple. In the last section we will show some simulation results of the computation of the h -optimal
output feedback controller in Maple.

5.1 Mathematical Preliminaries

Two very important definitions are given and one theorem is quoted that will play the major part in
the analysis of the discrete-time 8180 h-problem [20). Let X be a normed linear space with norm
II . II and let EX be all elements in X with II . II less than or equal to one. The space of all bounded
linear functionals on X is denoted by X*. Let x EX, r E X*, then the notation < x, r > means
the value of the linear functional r at x. The expression < x, r > should be interpreted as

00

< x,r >== 2:x(k)r(k).
k=O

The induced norm on X* is defined as

II r 11= sup I < r, x > I·
xEBX

(5.1)

(5.2)

It is easy to check that if X is a space of discrete-time time series with bounded ll-norm then the
dual space X* = 100 ,

Definition 11 Let S be a subspace of X. The annihilator subspace of S, denoted by S1. is defined
as follows:

S1.={rEX*I<x,r>=O forall XES}.

Definition 12 An element r E X* is said to be aligned with a vector x E X if

< x, r >==11 xliII r II .

37

(5.3)

(5.4)
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Theorem 8

h -Optimal Output Feedback

1. Let x be an element in a real normed linear space X, and let J.L denote its distance from a
linear subspace S of X. Then

J.L := inf II x - k 11= max < x, r >
kES rEBSJ.

where the maximum is achieved for some f in BSl.., with II f 11= 1.

2. If the infimum on the left is achieved for some k in S, then f is aligned with x - k.

(5.5)

The above theorem states the equivalence of two optimization problems, one in X is called the
primal problem, and the other in the dual space X· is called the dual problem.

5.2 Problem formulation

Let L:p be a discrete-time linear time-invariant 2-input 2-output system described by the state-space
equations

+

{

x(k + 1) = Ax(k)

L:p [~~~~] [ g~ ]x(k) + [~~~ ~~~]
The system L:p can also be described by transfer functions given by

with

w(k)
u(k)
w(k)
u(k)

(5.6)

(5.7)

Pu (,X)

P12 (,X)

P21 (,X)

P22 (,X)

We will consider controllers of the form

= [A,B1,C1,D u ],

= [A,B2 ,C1 ,Dd,
[A, B 1 , C2 , D 21 ],

[A, B2 , C2 , D 22 ].

L:c : u = C('x)y.

(5.8)

(5.9)

Here Pij('x) and C('x) are assumed to be stable transfer functions. Then by incorporating the Youla
parametrization of all stabilizing controllers discussed in chapter 3.1, we obtain, with F = 0 and
L = 0, a parametrization of the set of all controllers that stabilize L:p

-Q(,X)
C('x) = 1 - P

22
(,X)Q(,X)

and the closed loop transfer function 4>('x)

4>('x) = H('x) - U('x)Q('x)V('x),

= Pu('x) - P12 (,X)Q('x)P21 (,X).

(5.10)

(5.11)
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2. (only if) k E S:} K(a) = O. From k = PI2 * q * P21 we have that K(.\) = PI2(.\)Q(.\)P21(.\)'
For any zero a E Zl2 we have that

K(a) PI2 (a)Q(a)P21 (a)

= PI2 (a)P21 (a)Q(a)

= o.

o

Now we assume that the non-minimum phase in ZI2 are distinct. Then with the use of theorem 10
we can define the subspaces Sand Sl.. as

S = {k E II IK(a) = 0 for any a E Z12},

Sl.. = span {.!!(k) := ak, k E ~ +, a E ZI2}'

(5.15)

Let n denote the number of non-minimum zeros of PI2 (.\)P21 (.\). The vector r E BSl.. that solves
the dual problem is now given by

n

r(k) = LXj~(aj) + Xj+n~(aj)
j=1

(5.16)

where ~, ~ denote the real and imaginary part of a complex number. The dual or maximum value
problem is then given by

max < PII, r >,
rEBSl.

n

(5.17)

With the use of (5.1) and the fact that II r 1100::; 1 we can write the dual or maximum value problem
as

subject to

n

/L = max LXj~[Pll(aj)]+ Xj+n~[Pll(aj)],
Xl,···,X2n

j=1

n

LXj~(aj)+xj+n~(aj)::;l for k=O,l,2, ... and j=l, ... ,n.
j=1

(5.18)

(5.19)

Now the computation of /L is converted to a linear programming problem with at most 2n
unknown variables Xi. The only problem is that the LP problem has infinitely many constraints (k).
It is now stated without proof that only a finite number of these constraints are necessary to solve
the dual problem [9]. Let f. given by

n

1'(k) = LXj~(aj) +Xj+n~(aj)
j=1

(5.20)

be the optimal vector that solves the dual problem, then by applying the alignment condition given
by definition 12 we obtain

< Pll - k,1' > = II Pll - k lit II l' 1100,
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< ¢,f >
¢(O)f(O) + ¢(1 )1'(1) + ...

= II ¢ Ill,
j¢(O)1 + 1¢(1)1 + ....

41

(5.21)

(5.25)

Equality in (5.21) holds if the following three conditions are satisfied

1.
If(k)1 f. 1 ~ ¢(k) = 0 (5.22)

2.
¢(k) f(k) ~ 0 (5.23)

3.
00

J1, = L 1¢(k)l· (5.24)
k=O

There is also a fourth condition that has to be satisfied. This condition is obtained from the fact
that k E S, or equivalently Pll - ¢ E S. For any non-minimum phase zero a E ZI2 we obtain for
the closed-loop transfer function

tP(a) = Pll(a) - K(a),

tP(a) = Pll(a).

since K(a) = 0 according to theorem 10. The fourth condition is thus given by
00

L ¢(k)ak =Pll (a), Va E ZI2.
k=O

The conditions given by (5.22), (5.23), (5.24) and (5.25) provide a set of linear equations that has
to be solved to find the ll-optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢. The four conditions discussed
above are summarized in the next theorem.

Theorem 11 The problem stated in theorem 9 has a solution k E S if and only if the following
conditions are satisfied for ¢ =Pll - k:

1. FIR condition:
If(k)1 f. 1 ~ ¢(k) = 0

2. 8ign convention:
¢(k)f(k) ~ 0

3. Optimal h -norm constraint:
00

L 1¢(k)1 = J1,
k=O

4. Non-minimum phase zeros constraint:
00

L ¢(k)ak = Pu (a), Va E ZI2.
k=O

Now that we have solved the optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢ we can compute the A-transform
tP(A) and then obtain K(A) from tP(A) = Pll(A) - K(A). From K(A) = PI2 (A)Q(A)P2dA) we can
compute the parameter Q(A) and then by substitution of Q(A) in the parametrization of all stabilizing
controllers (5.10) we obtain the 8180 discrete-time h-optimal controller C(A). The algorithm to
compute the 8180 discrete-time iI-optimal controller C(A) is now as follows.
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Algorithm 1:

ll-Optimal Output Feedback

1. Determine the spaces Sand S1..

2. The dual problem is solved by increasing the number of constraints k until the minimalll-norm
is found. Then the optimal vector r(k) is constructed, where k is taken 10 times the number
of non-minimum phase zeros in Z12. (The length of the FIR).

3. Compute the optimal closed loop impulse response ¢ by applying theorem 11.

4. Compute K(A) with the use of <lJ(A) = Pu (A) - K(A).

5. Find Q(A) from K(A) = P12 (A)Q(A)P21 (A).

6. Find the ll-optimal controller C(A) by substitution of Q(A) in the parametrization of all
stabilizing controllers given by (5.10).

We now have a nice algorithm to compute the ll-optimal controller for a SISO discrete-time
system. An important question is if we can apply algorithm 1 to our problem of finding a static ll
optimal feedback for a SISO discrete-time system discussed in chapter 4 ? The answer is No ! First
of all the transfer functions P21 and P22 are not SISO any more but MISO and SIMO, respectively.
This can be solved by applying the theory for MIMO discrete-time systems described in [10] and
rewrite algorithm 1. But the major reason why the answer is no, is given by the fact that we obtain
the free parameter Q(A) by solving the dual problem. For the controller C(A) to be static there are
some conditions that Q(A) needs to satisfy. An example of these conditions are the ones stated in
theorem 4. These conditions can not be fit in algorithm 1 to compute Q(A), moreover they are not
easy to determine when we apply the' Youla parametrization as discussed in section 3.3.

5.4 Implementation SISO discrete-time h-optimal controller
in Maple

We refer to [18, 19] for more information about the program Maple. Algorithm 1 to compute the
ll-optimal output feedback controller for a SISO discrete-time stable system is implemented in the
software package Maple. To make it possible for somebody else to use the routines, we will describe
the routines l1dual and l1impuls in this section. Furthermore I think that it is useful to describe
the routines because not everybody is familiar with programming in Maple. The mathematical
possibilities that Maple provides are enormous and I think that together with MATLAB it is a very
useful tool. We will first discuss the routine l1dual and then the routine llimpuls.

5.4.1 The routine l1dual to solve the dual problem

Restrictions: There are three important restrictions concerning the zeros of P12 (A)P21 (A) and
one concerning the plant:

1. No non-minimum phase zeros at zero because Maple can not handle 00
. A non-minimum phase

zero in P12 (A)P21 (A) at zero can be handled by substitution of A:= (A - 1000.~.0000).

2. Multiplicity of non-minimum phase zeros is equal to 1.

3. If there exists non-rational non-minimum phase zeros of P12 (A)P21 (A) then the computation
has to be done using floating point representation and this means that the results will not be
exact.
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4. The transfer function of the plant Pij ()..) must be stable.

First the routine must be read into the worksheet by the following command

> read 'LOCALDIR:/lldual.txt';.

43

We refer to section 4.5 for the meaning of LOCALDIR. The routine l1dual uses the subroutine
l1impuls to compute the II-optimal closed-loop impulse response, Le., the routine l1impuls is read
into the worksheet by the following command

> read 'LOCALDIR:/llimpuls';.

To use the routine 11 dual you must first change LOCALDIR in the file 11 dual to your local
directory on your PC where the file l1impuls can be found.

Input - Output handling: The input of the routine are the transfer function Pll , P12 , P2I , P22

in the )"-domain and the parameter opt, which can have the value 1 or 2, respectively.

• opt=l -+ computation is done using fractional numbers, i.e. exact.

• opt=2 -+ computation is done using floatingpoint numbers, the solution will not be exact.

The transfer functions are defined on the worksheet by typing the following commands:

> Pll:=«lambda-2))/«lambda-3));

> P12:=«lambda-3))/«lambda-4));

> P21:=«lambda-l/2))/«lambda-2));

> P22:=«lambda-l/3))/«lambda-6));.

Note that Maple is case sensitive, the transfer functions must be defined with capital letters.
The parameter opt is defined by the typing the following command

> opt:=l or opt:=2;.

After defining the input variables you can execute the routine by typing the following command

> 11dual(Pll,P12,P21,P22,opt);.

The output of the routine is printed on the worksheet and a list of global variables available after
execution is printed on the worksheet. The software is available on request.

The routine l1dual step by step: The routine starts with assigning the name of the file to the
procedure with input variables available from the worksheet.

> 11dual:=proc(Pll,P12,P21,P22,opt)

We will now go through each step of the procedure lldual.txt.

1. The transfer functions Pll , H2, and P2I are assigned to H, U and V, respectively.

> H:=Pll;

> U:=P12;

> V:=P21;
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Here Q('\) is a stable transfer function. Note that F, L = 0 since the plant is assumed stable. If we
transform (5.11) to a time domain representation we get the closed loop impulse response

rP = Pl1 - P12 * q *P21·

According to theorem 1 the It-optimal control problem can be stated as

/1 = inf II Pl1 - P12 *q *P21 lit,
qEh

(5.12)

(5.13)

where the aim is to compute /1 and, if it exists, an optimal Youla parameter q* E It such that

/1 =11 Pl1 - P12 * q* *P21 111 . (5.14)

The problem given above has been investigated by 1. v.d. Pol [21], but he did not come to an
implementation of the computation of the 11-optimal output feedback controller for a 8180 discrete
time stable system.

5.3 Problem solution

In the literature this problem is solved by M.A. Dahleh and J.B. Pearson [8, 9, 10]. Let X = It and
its dual X* being 100 , Then theorem 8 becomes

Theorem 9

1. Let P11 be an element in X and define the subspace 5 as

5 = {k E ld3q E it : k = P12 *q *P2d

and let /1 denote the distance of Pl1 to 5. Then

/1 = inf II Pl1 - k II = max < Pl1, r >
kES rEBSL

where the maximum is achieved for some l' EB5.L with II l' 1100= 1.

2. If the infimum on the left is achieved for some k in 5, then l' is aligned with Pl1 - k.

Let Z12 denote the set of non-minimum phase zeros of P12 (,\)P21 (,\), i.e. zeros inside the unit disc.

Theorem 10 Let 5 be as indicated then k E 5 ¢:::::} K(a) = 0 for all a E Z12.

Proof

1. (if) K(a) = 0 ~ k E 5. We define Q(,\) = Pi"21('\)K('\)P21
1(,\) with k,P12,P21 E 11 and we

now have to show that q E 11 for all a since Q('\) must be a stable transfer function. For any
zero a E Z12 we have that

with K(a) = 0 it follows that cancellation of the unstable poles of Pi21('\)P21
1(,\) occurs and

as a result q Ell , thus Q('\) is a stable transfer function. Hence, k = P12 *q * P21 with q Ell .
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2. The non-minimum phase zeros of P12(.X)P21 (oX) are determined.

> zerosUV:={solve(UV=O)};

> count:=O;

> nUV:=nops(convert(zerosUV,list»;

> for f to nUV do;

> if abs(convert(zerosUV[f),float»<1 then count:=count+1;

> UVzeronoset[count) :=zerosUV[f);

> fi od;

> UVzero:=convert(UVzeronoset,set);

3. If a non-minimum phase zero is complex then the conjugated is erased from the set.

> nall:=nops(UVzero);

> fcount:=O;test:=1;vhile test<>NULL do fcount:=fcount+1;

> if Im(UVzero[fcount)<>O then;

> varmin:=conjugate(UVzero[fcount);

> UVzero:=UVzero minus varmin fi;

> if fcount=nops(convert(UVzero,list» then test:=NULL fi od;

> n:=fcount;

4. The function to be optimized is determined with the use of (5.18).

> for i to n do if Im(UVzero[i)<>O then;

> Hreal[i):=Re(evalc(subs(lambda=UVzero[i),H»)*x.i;

> Him[i):=Im(evalc(subs(lambda=UVzero[i),H»)*x.(i+n);

> else;

> Hreal[i):=Re(subs(lambda=UVzero[i) ,H»*x.i;

> Him[i):=Im(subs(lambda=UVzero[i),H»*x.(i+n);

> fi od;

> optsub1:=sum('Hreal[j)', 'j'=1..n);

> optsub2:=sum('Him[j)', 'j'=1..n)j

> optimizationfunction:=optsub1+optsub2;

5. The library simplex is called.

> vith(simplex);

6. The dual problem is solved. First the constraints given by (5.19) are constructed with k = 2.
The optimization function is maximized with the routine maximize and the maximal value
found is the [I-norm. This procedure is repeated with the number of constraints increased by
2. If the h-norm found with 2 more constraints is smaller we repeat the procedure again with
2 more constraints until the h-norm does not decrease anymore.

(a) Initial values:

> l1norm[-1):=infinity;

> l1norm[O):=NULL;

> counter:=O;

> nr:=O;
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(b) The iteration to find minimal iI-norm.
> vhile 11norm[counter-1]<>11norm[counter] do;

> counter:=counter+1;nr:=nr+2;

> for i to nr do for j to n do;

> Cof[i,j]:=Re(UVzero[j]-(i-1»*x.j;

> Cof[i,j+n]:=Im(UVzero[j]-(i-1»*x.(j+n) od od;

> for i to nr do eq[i]:=sum('Cof[i,j]', 'j'=1..2*n):

> constsmal[i] :=eq[i]<=1:constbig[i] :=eq[i]>=-1 od:

> cbset:=convert(constbig,set):

> csset:=convert(constsmal,set):

> constraints:=cbset union csset;

> optimal:=maximize(optimizationfunction,constraints);
> #################################################################

> # Check if the solution is NULL; If it is NULL then the 11norm #

> # becomes infinity to keep the iteration going. #

> #################################################################

> if optimal=NULL then;

> 11norm[counter-1] :=infinity:

> 11norm[counter]:=NULL;

> Iprint('L1-norm : NO SOLUTION FOUND');

> Iprint('Number of constraints :' .2*nr);

> fi:

> if optimal<>NULL then;
> #################################################################

> # Compute 11-norm #

> #################################################################

> 11norm[counter] :=subs(optimal,optimizationfunction):

> Iprint('L1-norm :' ,convert (11norm[counter] ,float»:

> Iprint('Number of constraints :' ,2*nr):

> fi;

7. The minimal iI-norm found is assigned to the global variable llnorm.
> 11norm:=11norm[counter];
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8. The minimal iI-norm found is checked

(a) To check the iI-norm found we solve the dual problem again but now with 3 times the
number of constraints used to find the minimal iI-norm.

> nrc:=3*nr;

> for i to nrc do for j to n do;

> Cofs[i,j] :=Re(UVzero[j]-(i-1»*x.j:

> Cofs[i,j+n] :=Im(UVzero[j]-(i-1»*x.(j+n) od od;

> for i to nrc do eq[i]:=sum('Cofs[i,j]', 'j'=1 .. 2*n) od:

> for i to nrc do constsmals[i]:=eq[i]<=1;

> constbigs[i]:=eq[i]>=-1 od:

> cbsets:=convert(constbigs,set);

> cssets:=convert(constsmals,set);

> constraintss:=cbsets union cssetsj

> optimals:=maximize(optimizationfunction,constraintss);

> 11norms:=subs(optimals,optimizationfunction);
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(b) The h -norms found are compared. If the II-norm found with more constraints is bigger
then an error message is printed. If it is smaller then it becomes the optimal solution of
the dual problem.

> if llnorm<>llnorms then;

> if llnorms<llnorm then;

> lprint('WARNING: The Ll-norm found vith more constraints is smaller !!!!!')j

> lprint('This Ll-norm nov becomes the optimal solution.');

> llnorm:=llnorms;optimal:=optimals fi fi;

9. The result are printed to the worksheet.
> lprint('The transfer functions of the plant P:');

> print(P[ll] (lambda)=Pll);

> print(P[12] (lambda)=P12);

> print(P[21] (lambda)=P21);

> print(P[22] (lambda)=P22);

> lprint('Non-minimum phase zeros of P12*P21:')j

> print(UVzero);

> lprint('Optimization function :');

> print(optimizationfunction);

> lprint('Constaints :')j

> print(constraints);

> lprint ( 'Optimal solution (Fract ional) : ' ) ;

> print(optimal);

> lprint('Optimal solution (Floating) :');

> print(convert(optimal,float»j

> lprint('Number of constraints :',2*nr)j
> lprint ( , , ) j

> lprint('The Ll-norm :',llnorm,'j',convert(llnorm,float»;

10. The routine l1impuls.txt is executed to compute the h-optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢
and the h -optimal controller C(A).

> llimpuls(Pll,P12,P21,P22,optimal,llnorm,l,opt);

This routine is discussed in the next subsection.

5.4.2 The routine l1impuls to compute the ll-optimal controller C('x)

Since this routine is used as a subroutine in the routine 11 dual, it is obvious that the input-output
handling is taken care off in the routine 11 dual. However, we still think it is useful to discuss the
routine l1impuls since it is also possible to execute it yourself on the worksheet.

Restrictions: There are two important restrictions:

1. If the solution to the dual problem is computed using floating point representation (opt=2),
then the parameter method must be 2 because the function fsolve can not handle the third
condition of theorem 11.

2. In this routine the function assign is used. This means that some global variables are assigned
with a value and that is the reason why a worksheet can only be executed one time.
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Input - Output handling: The input of the routine l1impu1s are the transfer functions Pij in
the A-domain, the optimal solution that solves the dual problem (optimal), the optimal 1I-norm
(llnorm) and the parameter method which can have the value 1 or 2, respectively.

• method=1 ---. Theorem 11 is used to build the set of linear equations that are solved to find
the optimal closed-loop impulse response ¢.

• method=2 ---. Only the fourth condition oftheorem 11 is used to build the set of linear equations
that are solved to find the optimal closed loop impulse response ¢.

The transfer functions were already defined and the global variables optimal and llnorm are available
after executing the routine l1dua1. Note that in this discussion it is assumed that you have decided
to execute the routine l1impu1s yourself, Le., you have deleted step 10 discussed in the previous
subsection from the routine l1dua1. After defining the parameter method you can execute the
routine l1impu1s by typing the following command

> 11impuls(P11,P12,P21,P22,optimal,11norm,method);.

The output of the routine is printed on the worksheet and a list of global variables available after
execution is printed on the worksheet.

The routine l1impu1s step by step: The routine starts with assigning the name of the file to
the procedure with input variables available from the worksheet.

> 11impuls:=proc(P11,P12,P21,P22,optimal,11norm,method,opt).

We will now go through each step of the routine 11impu1s.txt.

1. Some initial values and the solution of the dual problem is assigned.
> n:=fcount;
> number:=10*n;
> assign(optimal);

2. The optimal vector f. given by (5.20) is computed.
> for j to n do;

> for k to number dOj

> if Re(evalf(UVzero[j])-(k-1»=O then;

> reval.j[k]:=Im(evalf(UVzero[j])-(k-1»*x.(n+j) fi;

> if Im(evalf(UVzero[j])-(k-1»=O thenj

> reval.j[k]:=Re(evalf(UVzero[j])-(k-1»*x.j fij

> if Re(evalf(UVzero[j])-(k-1»<>O then;

> if Im(evalf(UVzero[j])-(k-1»<>O then;

> reelsub[k]:=Re(evalf(UVzero[j])-(k-1»*x.j;

> imsub[k]:=Im(evalf(UVzero[j])-(k-1»*x.(n+j);

> reval.j[k]:=reelsub[k]+imsub[k] fi fi od od;

> for k to number do;

> rsummfunction[k]:=sum('reval.j[k]','j'=1 .. n) od;

3. The first condition of theorem 11 is executed.
> if opt=1 then eps:=1/10-S fi;

> if opt=2 then eps:=1/10-S fi;

> countphi:=number;

> for f to number do if abs(abs(evalf(rsummfunction[f]»-1»eps then;

> countphi:=countphi-1; phi[f]:=O fi od;
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4. The third and fourth conditions of theorem 11 are use to construct the linear equations, which
are used to compute the optimal closed loop impulse response 4>.

> sumnormdummy:=sum('abs(phi[j])','j'=1 .. number);

> sumnorm:={sumnormdummy=l1norm};

> for i to counterphi do sumzero[i]:=sum('UVzeronoset[i]-(j-1)*phi[j]','j'=1 .. number);

> if Im(UVzeronoset[i])<>O then;

> sumzeroequal[i]:=sumzero[i]=evalc(subs(lambda=UVzeronoset[i],H»;

> else sumzeroequal[i]:=sumzero[i]=subs(lambda=UVzeronoset[i].H) fi od;

> sumzeroequalset:=convert(sumzeroequal,set);

5. The set of linear equations that has to be solved depends on the parameter method.

(a) If method=1 then the solution will be exact, so all the equations can be used.
> if method=1 then;

> linearequations:=sumnorm union sumzeroequalset union sumsign;

> fi;

(b) If method=2 then the solution is not exact and the routine fsolve has to be used. fsolve
can not handle an overdetermined set of equations, that is why only the fourth condition
of theorem 11 is used to construct the set of linear equations.

> linearequations:=sumzeroequalset;

6. The optimal closed-loop impulse response 4> is computed.

(a) If the parameter opt=1 the routine solve is used.
> if opt=1 then;

> phioptimal:=solve(expand(linearequations»;

> fi;

(b) If the parameter opt=2 the routine fsolve is used and it is checked if a solution is found.

> if opt=2 then;

> leqfloat:=convert(linearequations.float);

> sumfloat:=convert(sumsign,float);

> #################################################################

> # If number of non-minimum phase zeros (n) is smaller than the #

> # the number of phi[k] unequal to zero then the equationset #

> # is augmented vith the summconstraint. #

> #################################################################

> if n<countphi then;

> linearequations:=leqfloat union sumfloat else;

> linearequations:=leqfloat fii

> phioptimal:=fsolve(expand(linearequations»;

> #################################################################

> # Check if there exist an optimal closed-loop impulse response. #

> #################################################################

> if phiopt=NULL then;

> ERROR('Optimal closed loop impulse response does not exist') fii

> ii;
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7. The second condition of theorem 11 is checked.
> for f to number do;if abs(rsummfunction[f])=l then;

> if rsummfunction[f]<O then if phi[f]>O then ERROR('Sign error') fi fi;
> if rsummfunction[f]>O then if phi[f]<O then ERROR('Sign error') fi fi;

> fi;
> od;

8. The optimal closed-loop impulse response is assigned.
> assign(phioptimal);

9. Step 4 of algorithm 1 is computed.
> Philambda:=sum('phi[jc]*(lambda)-(jc-l)','jc'=l .. number);

> Kz:=H-Philambda;

> Kzsim:=simplify(Kz);

10. Step 5 of algorithm 1 is computed.
> Qz:=Kzsim/(U*V);

> Qzsim:=simplify(Qz);

11. Step 6 of algorithm 1 is computed, the SISO discrete-time ll-optimal controller.
> cz:=Qzsim/(1-P22*Qzsim);
> Czsim:=simplify(Cz);

5.5 Simulations in Maple and Simulink

For several SISO discrete-time plants the ll-optimal controller has been computed with the Maple
routine l1dual discussed in section 5.4. We used the software package SIMULINK to simulate the
closed-loop impulse response of the plant connected with the ll-optimal controller, to verify that the
ll-optimal controller and the ll-optimal impulse response computed with the Maple-routine 11 dual
are correct.

We will show two simulations:

1. A plant with 4 real non-minimum phase zeros in PI2(A)P2I(A). This simulation is deliberately
chosen because the ll-optimal closed-loop impulse ¢(k) has a value for k = 0,1,2 and k = 8
and is zero over the interval 3 ~ k ~ 7.

2. A plant with 2 real and 6 complex non-minimum phase zeros in PI2 (A)P2I (A). With this
simulation we show that the Maple-routine l1dual can also handle plants with complex non
minimum phase zeros in PI2 (A)P2I (A).

More simulations in Maple (Maple worksheets) are available on a floppy disk, which is available on
request.

Note that the part of the simulations done in Maple are in the A-domain and the part of the
simulations done in SIMULINK are in the z-domain. So in the block scheme of the simulated plant
used in SIMULINK the transfer functions are in the z-domain and in the worksheet of Maple they
are in the A-domain.

We will only show the most interesting results printed on the worksheet in Maple, to see the complete
output to the worksheet we suggest that you use Maple and run the Maple-routines yourself. The
Maple results shown in the following two subsections are self explaining and denote the output of
the routines l1dual and l1impuls.
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5.5.1 4 real non-minimum phase zeros in H2(A)P21(A)

The simulated plant and it's transfer functions is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1:

The impulse responses of the plant are shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Impulse response w 1--+ Z j (b) Impulse response w 1--+ y j (c) Impulse response
u 1--+ Z j (d) Impulse response u 1--+ y
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The Maple results:

1. The transfer functions of the plant P:

51

2. The iteration:
Warning: nev definition for maximize
Warning: nev definition for minimize
L1-norm : NO SOLUTION FOUND
Number of constraints: 4
L1-norm: 44.49070666
Number of constraints: 8
L1-norm: 6.266240915
Number of constraints: 12
L1-norm: 2.740809269
Number of constraints: 16
L1-norm: 2.692302186
Number of constraints: 20
L1-norm: 2.692302186
Number of constraints: 24

3. Non-minimum phase zeros of PI2(A)P21(A):

{
5 4 1 1O}
8'S'2'U

4. Optimization function :
1000 9

---xl- -x2
8151 50

5. Optimal solution:
{x4 = 1.797937346, x3 = 23.18076803, xl = -28.33195309, x2 = 4.353247709}

6. Number of constraints: 24

7. The [I-norm: I42;44.i12Ng9B120~70323039~9: ; 2.692302186

8. The optimal closed-loop impulse response:
{tPI = .50756,tP2 = -.92514,tP3 = -.19655,tP9 = 1.0631}
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9. The lambda-transform of 1>:
<1>('\) = .50756 - .92514'\ - .19655,\2 + 1.0631,\8

10. The 11-optimal controller:

C( A) = (A + 2.) (,\ - 5.) ('357041018 ,\7 - .666211018 ,\6 _ .389411018 ,\5

+ .960481017 A4 + .443801018
,\3 + .598041018 ,\2 + .532521018 ,\

+ .315371018) ( 4.'\ - 5. ) / ('336611018 ,\3 _ .463241019 ,\2

+ .656771019 ,\ + .780351020 + .142821019 ,\10 _ .587821019 ,\9
_ .109151020 ,\8 + .539591020 ,\7 _ .223171020 ,\6 _ .290971020 ,\5

_ .165731020 ,\4)

The 11-optimal controller C(A) is connected between the measured output y and the control input
u in Figure 5.1 and we have simulated the closed-loop impulse response 1> in SIMULINK, shown in
Figure 5.3.

0.5r--- ...

-0.5

-
-1

o 5
Discrete Time

10 15

Figure 5.3: The 11 -optimal closed-loop impulse response 1>

It follows that the h-optimal closed-loop impulse response given by item 8 in the Maple results is
the same as the one found by simulating the closed-loop plant in SIMULINK.
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5.5.2 2 real and 6 complex non-minimum phase zeros in Pt2('x)P21('x)

The simulated plant and it's transfer functions is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Block scheme of the simulated Plant

The impulse responses of the plant are shown in Figure 5.5.
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The MAPLE results:

1. The transfer functions of the plant P:

(>'-4) (>.-~)
(>.+5)(>'-5)

(>.2 +~) (>.2 + ~) (>. _ ~ + ~ I) (>. - ~ - ~ I)
(>'2 _ 4) (>'2 + 9)

(>.-~) (>.+~)
(>'-4)(>'+4)

(>.-~) (>.-~)
(>'+2)(>'-2)

2. The iteration:
L1-norm : NO SOLUTION FOUND
Number of constraints: 4
L1-norm : NO SOLUTION FOUND
Number of constraints: 8
L1-norm : NO SOLUTION FOUND
Number of constraints: 12
L1-norm: .5416560740
Number of constraints: 16
L1-norm: .5416419301
Number of constraints: 20
L1-norm: .5416419301
Number of constraints: 24

3. Non-minimum phase zeros of H2(>')P21 (>'):

{ ~I ~_~I -~I -1~}
2'22' 3'4'4

4. Optimization function:
123 1823 2 283 3 629 27 56 1114 7 42

- 505 xl - 12505 x - 1130 x - 1995 x4 - 133 x5 + 505 x6 - 12505 x - 565 x8

5. Optimal solution:

{
X = 6432 x6 = 18216 x3 = -898857 7 = -69996 = 358728 = 99456

1 125 ' 125 ' 10625 ,x 27625 ' x2 27625 ' x5 625'

x4 = -227456 x8 = 4921479}
1625' 10625

6. Number of constraints: 24

7. The iI-norm: 16l:8897;2\~782/0 ; .5416419301

8. The optimal closed-loop impulse response:

{¢7 = -.000069099, ¢2 = .22400, ¢s = -.0020074, ¢6 = .00035417,

¢9 = .000011268, ¢4 = .0089599, ¢I = -.25600, ¢3 = -.050240}
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work. Furthermore it is interesting to identify a real process, compute the II-optimal controller
with the use of Maple and then simulate the real process connected with the controller and check if
the II-optimal closed-loop impulse response corresponds with the one computed by Maple. Finally
in future it may be interesting to extend the Maple-routines IlduaI and l1impuIs so that they can
handle non-minimum phase zeros in PIZ(A)PZI (A) with multiplicity greater than 1.



Chapter 6

A Geometric Approach

In this chapter we make a comparison to the geometric approach of control theory to obtain more
insight in the structure of the ll-optimal static state feedback.

6.1 Review of known results

We consider the plant ~p described by (3.1) and we put D l2 = 0

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B1w(k) + B 2u(k)
z(k) = C1x(k)
y(k) = x(k)

(6.1)

First we summarize some relevant concepts from geometric control theory, which will be used in
the sequel. We consider only real vector spaces over the field IR of real numbers. Denote by script
capitals X, n, ... the linear spaces and by small letters x, r, . .. their elements. A linear subspace
K of the linear space X is a subset of X, which is a linear space under the operations of vector
addition and scalar multiplication inherited from X. Let n, SeX. The subspaces n +SeX and
n n SeX are defined by

n + S .- {r + s : r E n, s E S} ,

nns .- {x: xEn&xES}.

We call vectors x, y E X equivalent mod S if x - yES. The factor space or quotient space X / S is
defined as the set of all equivalence classes

X := {y : y EX, Y - XES}, x EX, (6.2)

the factor space X / S is a linear subspace. Now let X be a linear space over IR. The set of all linear
functionals x' : X 1--+ IR is denoted by X'. The annihilator of S, written S 1., is the set of all x' E X'
such that x'S = O. In general the annihilator S1. := X IS. Consider the difference equation

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B 2 u(k)

and let X denote the state space of this system.

(6.3)

Definition 13 A subspace V ~ X is called a controlled invariant subspace if it has the following
property. For all Xo E V there exists a control input u(k), (k ~ 0) such that x(O) = Xo and x(k) E V
for all k ~ 0, i.e., the state x(·) can be held in V for a suitable choice ofu(·).

57
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9. The lambda-transform of cjJ:

<I>( A) = -.25600 + .22400 A- .050240 A2 + .0089599 A3
- .0020074 A4

+ .00035417 A5
- .000069099A6 + .000011268A8

10. The II-optimal controller:

C( A) = 192.( A+ 4.) (A - 4.) (A2 + 9.) (A2
- 4.) (1114. A2 + 1114. A- 34457.) / (

213890. A8
- 178240. A7

- .83625107 A6 + .13519108 A5 + .12847108 A4

_ .60234108 A3 + .200011011 A2
- .176711010 A - .473911012

)
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The h-optimal controller C(A) is connected between the measured output y and the control input
u in Figure 5.4 and we have simulated the closed-loop impulse response cjJ in SIMULINK, shown in
Figure 5.6.

-
0.2

0.1

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3c.....:..:----'---_----'------'-------'-------'-----'--'-----'---_----'-------'-------'-------'-------'-----'-------'-------'-------'-------'---_...:..:..:::l
o 5 10 15

Discrete Time

Figure 5.6: The II -optimal closed-loop impulse response cjJ

It follows that the II-optimal closed-loop impulse response given by item 8 in the Maple results is
the same as the one found by simulating the closed-loop plant in SIMULINK.

From the simulation results it can be concluded that the Maple-routines l1dual and l1impuls
work correctly. Thus we now have a program available to compute the SISO discrete-time II-optimal
output feedback controller C(A) with Maple for a stable plant with

• Real and Complex non-minimum phase zeros,

• Multiplicity of the non-minimum phase zeros in PI2(A)P21 (A) is equal to one.

There was nO time left to do more simulation to examine the order of the controller C(A), the
influence of the non-minimum phase zeros of PI2 (A)P21 (A) on the II-norm found by solving the dual
problem, etc. This may be interesting subjects that can be investigated and simulated in future
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Definition 14 A subspace n ~ X is called a controllability subspace if it has the following property.
For all Xo ,Xl En there exists T > 0 and an input u(k), (k 2: 0), such that the corresponding state
trajectory x(k) satisfies x(O) = Xo, x(T) = Xl and x(k) E n with k 2: O.

From the definitions it is clear that every controllability subspace is also a controlled invariant
subspace.

Theorem 12 Consider the system described by (6.3). Then the following statements are equivalent

1. V is a controlled invariant subspace

2. AV ~ V + 1m B 2

3. there exists a feedback F : X --+ U such that (A + B 2 F)V ~ V.

Denote by F(V) the set of all such feedbacks, i.e.

F(V) = {FI(A + B 2 F)V ~ V}. (6.4)

Now let /C c X be an arbitrary subspace. Then according to Wonham and Morse [12] there exists
a unique maximal controlled invariant subspace denoted by V·(/C) or V· whenever the subspace /C
is clear from the context. It is obvious that V·(/C) ~ /C. For the computation of V· we have the
following algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Let /C c X be a subspace. The V·(/C) algorithm is the sequence

Vo = /C
ViH /C n A -1 (Vi + ImB2 )

V· = limi__ co Vi and, in fact, the limit is obtained in a finite number (at most dim X) of steps. If
Vk = VkH, then V· = Vk.

There also exists a unique maximal controllability subspace contained in /C denoted by n·(/C) or
n· whenever the subspace /C is clear from the context. It is obvious that n· (/C) ~ /C. For the
computation of this subspace we have the following algorithm

Algorithm 3 The n· algorithm is the sequence

no {O}
niH /C n (Ani + ImB2 )

n· = limi__ co ni and, in fact, the limit is obtained in a finite number (at most dim X) of steps. If
n k = n k+1 , then n· = n k. This subspace can also be obtained from n· = {(A + B 2 F)llmB2 n V·}
for any F E F(V·).

Let FE F(V·), then it is well known that the eigenvalues

(6.5)

are freely assignable, and
(6.6)

are independent of F.
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We now give a definition of a stabilizability subspace according to Hautus [22], because the 11

optimal feedback F must be a stabilizing feedback for the plant (6.1).

Definition 15 Vg is a stabilizability subspace if Vg is a controlled invariant subspace and if there
exists a feedback F E F(Vg ) such that 17(A + B 2Flvg ) C eg •

Now denote by V; (K,) or by V; if the subspace K, is clear from the context the maximal stabilizability
subspace contained in a subspace K, ~ X. From the definitions of the subspaces we have that

6.2 Geometric conditions for Finite Impulse Response

Motivated by the fact that the II-optimal closed-loop impulse response is a FIR, we will now give
two geometric conditions for the closed-loop impulse response to be a FIR. First we quote a well
known theorem, which provides necessary and sufficient geometric conditions, for the system (6.1)
to be completely disturbance decoupled by a stabilizing feedback F, the so called DDP problem.

Theorem 13 [12] Assume that (A, B 2 ) is controllable. Then the following are equivalent

1. There exists a feedback F : X -+ U such that

¢F(k)=O ,k=0,1,2,3, ...

Thus if the geometric condition ImBI ~ V;(KerCI) is satisfied, if follows that the II-norm is zero,
Le.,

(6.7)

and the h-optimal feedback is any feedback F E F(V;(KerCd). This corresponds precisely to
theorem 5 in chapter 4 with r =0, where also a DDP problem is solved. We will illustrate this by
an example discussed in subsection 6.4.3.

Now suppose that the system (6.1) can not be completely disturbance decoupled, Le., the geometric
condition 1mB1 ~ V; (Ker CI) is not satisfied. We introduce for each integer i ~ 0 a subspace Wi C X
defined by

Wi .- {xo E XI3u(k), k ~ 0, such that with w(k) = 0 the solution

x(k) of the system (6.1)withx(0) = xosatisfiesx(i) E V;(KerCd}.

The subspace Wi is the set of initial conditions Xo EX ofthe system (6.1) that can be steered in i time
steps to the stabilizability subspace V; (KerCd by applying some input sequence u(O), u(l), ... ,u(i
1). For the computation of the subspaces Wi we have the following algorithm [23].
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Algorithm 4 The Wi algorithm is the sequence

Wo = V;(KerCd

Wi = A-l(Wi_l + ImB2 ) i ~ 1

Note that the subspaces Wi are nondecreasing, Le.,

Wi-l ~ Wi i = 1,2, ....

A Geometric Approach

(6.8)

Furthermore it is obvious that the state Xo E X can be steered in i time steps to the subspace Wo
if and only if Wi = X.

With the use of the defined subspace Wi we can now characterize the minimal-time deadbeat
feedback for a discrete-time system as follows.

Theorem 14 [24] Let the system be given by (6.1). Furthermore let (A, B 2 ) be controllable. Let
the subspace Wi be as defined and limi-ooo Wi = X. Then the minimal time k such that

is given by
k = min { i : Wi = X}.

(6.9)

(6.10)

Proof [24] It is obvious that the minimal time such that <PF(k) = 0 is not smaller than k given in
(6.10). It is therefore sufficient to prove that for each k satisfying Wk = X there exists a feedback
F such that <PF(i) = 0 for i > k, Le., there exists a feedback satisfying

(A + B2F)Wo cWo, i = 0

(A + B 2 F)Wi C Wi-l, i=1,2, ... ,k.

Flv- = Folv-9 9

where Fo is a feedback, which exists from the definition of V;, satisfying

(A + B 2 Fo)V; c V;

a(A + B 2 Fo l v;) c <D g •

(6.11)

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

If (6.11) holds, then (A + B2 F)kWk c (A + B2F)k- l Wk_l c ... C Wo = V;. With Wk = X it
follows that

1m (A + B 2Fl c V; c KerCl , (6.15)

and this yields that <PF(i) = 0 for i > k. To prove the existence of a feedback F satisfying (6.11)
and (6.12) we define the subspaces T; as follows

To V; (Ker C l )

T; = wi:-l n Wi, i ~ 1.

(6.16)

Let {tij, tij, ... , tij} be a basis of T; with j = 1, ... , dimT;. From the definition of the subspaces Wi
we have that

(6.17)
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and from this it follows that there exists input vectors Uij E IRffi such that

Now choose a feedback Fi satisfying Fitij = Uij, j = 1, ... , dim'Ii. Then it follows that

From the definitions of the subspaces Wi and 'Ii it follows that

Wi = To +1i + ... + 'Ii.

Now define a feedback F as

Flv· = Fol v•g g

Fb; = FilT;, i = 1,2, ... ,k.

Then with the feedback F defined by (6.21) we obtain

(A + B2F)Wi (A + B2F)(To +1i + ... + 'Ii)

C (A + B2Fo)To + (A + B2F1 )1i + ... + (A + B2Fi)'Ii

c To +1i + 12 + ... + 'Ii-I
W i - 1
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(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.20)

(6.21)

and from this it follows that (6.11) and (6.12) are satisfied. 0

We have shown that a feedback satisfying (6.11) and (6.12) is a minimal time deadbeat feedback.
The next theorem provides a condition for the feedback, satisfying (6.11) and (6.12), to be unique
if we consider 8180 discrete-time systems.

Theorem 15 Let the system (6.1) be SISO, i.e., A E IRnxn
, B 1 ,B2 E IRnxl

. Let k be the minimal
time such that Wk = X and suppose that limk-+oo Wk = X, i. e., there exists a minimal time deadbeat
feedback. Then the feedback F satisfying (6.11) and (6.12) is unique {::::::}

1mB2 n Wk-l = {OJ.

Proof

1. (if) To prove the if part we show that the feedback is non-unique if

If the feedback is non-unique then there exists two inputs u} and u; satisfying

At; + B2u} C Wi-I, i = 0,1,2, , k,

At;+B2u; C Wi-I, i=0,1,2, ,k.

From (6.24) it follows that the following equations must hold

(6.22)

(6.23)

(6.24)

(6.25)
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It is obvious that (6.25) holds if ImB2 n Wi-l =j:. {O}, i = 0,1,2, ... , k. Now let for k the
condition ImB2 n Wk-l = {O} be satisfied. Then from the definition of Wi we have that

(6.26)

(6.27)
and it follows that

ImB2 n Wi-l = {O}, i = 0,1,2, .. . ,k.

The if part is proved by contradiction.

2. (only if) To prove the only if part we show that if the feedback is unique the condition ImB2 n
Wk-l = {O} must hold. Suppose that ImB2 n Wk-l =j:. {O} and define the subspace Zi-l as

(6.28)

With the feedback F i uniquely determined on the subpaces T; we have Uij = Fitij for j =
1, ... , dim(T;), i.e., the vectors Uij E IRm are unique with the following property

(6.29)

Now let Zij E Zi-l be a vector such that B2Uij =j:. Zij. With Zij ~ Wi-l we obtain that

(6.30)

From Zij ~ ImB2 it follows that there exists input vectors u:j (not all zero) such that

(6.31)

But if (6.31) it follows from (6.30) that

(6.32)

holds and from this it follows that the input vectors Uij were not unique. The only if part is
proved by contradiction.

o

Theorem 14 provides a condition for every initial state x E X to be steered into the subspace
V;. If we consider the fact that the state x(l) E ImB l . Then with the use of the subspaces Wi we
give a geometric condition for the closed-loop impulse response to be a FIR [23].

Theorem 16 The following statements are equivalent.

1. There exists a feedback F : X -+ U such that

<pp(k) = 0 1 (A + B2F)k-l B1 = 0, k> T,

a(A + B 2 F) C CD g •

2. ImB l ~ WT. Moreover, for all feedbacks F that achieve <pp(k) = 0 for k > T, F belongs to
F(V;).

Interpretation: Theorem 16 says that if the disturbance w enters the plant in a direction (ImB1 )

contained in a subspace WT that the closed-loop impulse response becomes zero for k > T. We will
illustrate this by an example discussed in subsection 6.4.2.
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6.3 Computation of geometric objects in Maple
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The computation of the geometric objects discussed in the previous sections are implemented in
Maple. In this section we will give the algorithms used in the routines and the input-output handling
of the routines is discussed briefly, so that they can be used in future work by someone else.

6.3.1 Computation of V* and R*

For the computation of V*(Ker CI ) we write algorithm 2 in matrix form, resulting in the V* iteration.

The V* iteration [12] Let Vi =1m Vi and let J( =Ker CI .

1. Initial value Va is a solution of CIVo = o.

2. Compute Wi, which is a maximum solution of

Wi [B2 , Vi-d = 0, i = 1,2,3, ... ;

3. Compute Vi as a maximum solution of

[ ;:~ ] Vi = 0, i = 1,2,3, ...

4. Check if Vi = Vi-I, Le.,
Rank Vi =Rank Vi-I.

5. Stop iteration if Vi = Vi-I and the maximal controlled invariant subspace becomes

V* = 1m Vi-I.

This iteration is implemented in the routine vstar. The input variables of this routine are the
(A, B 2 , Cd-matrices. The routine is executed by the following command

> vstar(A,B2,Cl);.

The output of the routine vstar and a list of global variables available after execution are printed
on the worksheet.

For the computation ofR*(Ker CI ) we write algorithm 3 in matrix form, resulting in the R* iteration.

The R* iteration [12] Let V* = 1m V* and let W* be a maximal solution of W*V* = o.

1. Initial value Ro = o.

2. Compute Ti , which is a maximum solution of

Ti [ARi-I , B 2 ] = 0, i = 1,2,3, ... ;

3. Compute Ri as a maximum solution of
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4. Check if R i = Ri-l, i.e.,
RankRi = Rank R i - 1 .

5. Stop iteration if R i = R i - 1 and the maximal controllability subspace becomes

R' = ImRi - 1 •

This iteration is implemented in the routine rstar. The input variables of this routine are the
(A, B 1 , V st)-matrices. The matrix V st is available after executing the routine vstar. The routine is
executed by the following command

> rstar(A,B2.Vst);.

The output of the routine rstar and a list of global variables available after execution are printed
on the worksheet.

The routine rstar also computed the feedback F for which the subspace V· is (A + B2 F)-invariant
by solving the following equation

W' B 2FV' = -W' AV·.

6.3.2 Computation of map (A + B2F) restricted to V* /R* and R*

Let V R' be a basis matrix for the subspace V· IR·. Then the computation of the restriction of the
map (A + B2 F) to the subspace V· IR' is found by solving the matrix P in the following equation

(A + B 2 F)VR' = VR'P'

From this it follows that P is given by

P = W(A + B2 F)VR'

(6.33)

(6.34)

where W is the left-inverse of V R·. Let R' be a basis matrix for R·. The computation of the
restriction of the map (A + B2 F) to the subspace R' is the same, just replace VR' with R' in
(6.33) and (6.34). The computation of the restrictions (A + B2F)lv*/n* and (A + B2 F)ln* are
implemented in the routine rsspace. The input variables are given by (A, B 1 , V st, Rst, F). The
variables V st, Rst, F are available after executing vstar and rstar. The routine is executed by the
following command

> rsspace(A.B2,Vst.Rst,F);.

The output of the routine rsspace and a list of global variables available after execution are
printed on the worksheet.

6.3.3 Computation of V;
We have computed the stabilizability subspace V; as follows. We first computed the eigenvalues ei
of the matrix

(A + B 2F)/v*/n*

and the corresponding eigenvectors Vi. Then all eigenvectors Vi with corresponding eigenvalues ei < 1
(stable eigenvalues) are selected and put together in a matrix v"i<l. The stabilizability subspace is
now given by
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where Vg* is a basis matrix for the stabilizability subspace V;. We have also computed the feedback
F for which the subspace V; is (A + B2F)-invariant by solving the equation

where W; is a solution of W;Vg* = o. The computation of Vg* and the feedback F is implemented
in the routine vgstar. The input variables are given by (PV st, A, B 2 , VmodR), where the variables
PVst and VmodR are available after executing the routine rsspace. The routine is executed by the
following command

> vgstar(PVst.A.B2.VmodR);.

The output of the routine vgstar and a list of global variables available after execution are printed
on the worksheet.

6.3.4 Computation of deadbeat feedback

For the computation ofthe deadbeat feedback we must first compute the subspaces Wi and 7;.. So we
first computed the subspace Wi by writing algorithm 4 in matrix form. Note that the computation
of Wi is the same as the computation of V* given by algorithm 2 with Vo = V; (KerCd and J( = I,
that is why we will not discuss the matrix computation. Once the subspaces Wi is computed it is
not difficult to compute the subspace 7;. so we will not discuss this either.

Now that the subspaces Wi and 7;. are computed we can computed the deadbeat feedback by solving
the following equation

(6.35)

where ti are the basis vectors of 7;.. The deadbeat feedback is then given by

(6.36)

The computation of the subspaces Wi, 7;. and the deadbeat feedback is implemented in the routine
wspace. The input variables of this routine are the (A, B2 , V gst, Fi)-matrices, where V gst and the
feedback Fi are available after executing the routine vgstar. The routine is executed by the following
command

> wspace(A.B2.Vgst.Fi)i.

The output of the routine wspace and a list of global variables available after execution are
printed on the worksheet.

6.4 Simulation results

In this section we will show some simulation results of the computation of some geometric objects
and the minimal-time deadbeat feedback in Maple. In order to compare these results with the lI
optimal state feedback problem we will use the same systems as we used in section 4.5, where the
simulation results of the computation of the lI-optimal static state feedback are shown.

Again we assume that the disturbance acts at the plant input, i.e.,

z = P('x)(u + w)

y = x.

(6.37)
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6.4.1 Two non-minimum phase zeros and one minimum phase zero in
P(>.)

The transfer function of the plant is given by

The state space description of the plant is given by

(6.38)

r

53

A~ ~8

163
234
o
1

-550
351

55 ]
117 ;D = [0]. (6.39)

(6.40)

We have computed the subspaces V* 1 R * contained in the kernel of C1 to be

V* [ ~ ~]; R* = {O}.
= -1 1

3
0

The feedback F that makes the subspace V* (A + B2 F)-invariant and the restriction (A + B 2 F)lv
are computed to be

F = F 511]
1,1 - 234 '

With R * = {O} it is obtained that the eigenvalues a(A + B 2 F)lv- (R- are fixed as stated before (6.6)
and they are given by

1
{ 3' 3}. (6.41)

(6.42)

Next we have computed the subspace V;, corresponding with the stable eigenvalue! and the feedback
Fi that makes this subspace (A + B2 Fi)-invariant to be

V; = [ :] ;Fi = [ -3Fi,,3 - 9 Fi',3 + ~~ Fi',3 Fi"3]'

By applying algorithm 4 we have computed the basis matrix Wi for the subspaces Wi to be

(6.43)

and with the use of these subspaces we have computed the basis vectors ti of the subspaces 1i defined
by (6.16) to be

(6.44)
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Finally we have computed the minimal time deadbeat feedback to be

[
-9 -163

Fdeadbeat = 26 234

67

(6.45)

This feedback is unique since the condition given in theorem 15 is satisfied. By comparing the
iI-optimal static state feedback (4.60) given in subsection 4.5.2 with the minimal time deadbeat
feedback (6.45) we obtain that they are equal.

The equation CF*Ap* = 0: Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo used the following equation in the proof of
theorem 5, which provides a condition for a static state feedback to be iI-optimal

where r is the number of non-minimum phase zeros in PI2 (A). In this example r = 2. With
Fdeadbeat = F* it follows from the results above that

(A + B2F*)2W2 C (A + B2F*)WI CWo =V;, (6.47)

i.e., the state Xl E W2 is steered in two time steps into V;. To show the steering of the state
into the subspace V; we have computed the state vectors, belonging to the impulse response of the
closed-loop system, to be

x(O)~ [ ~] x(J)~ [ ~] x(2)~ [ ~ ]

1
9

x(3) := 1
3

1

x(4) :=

1
27
1
9
1
3

(6.48)

It follows that the state x(k) E V; for k > 2, thus the closed-loop impulse is given by

1>F* (0) = CIx(O) = 0,

1>F* (1)
55

CI x(l) = 117'

1>F* (2)
495

= CIx(2) = - 351 '

1>F* (k) CIx(k) = 0, k>2

and the iI-norm is computed to be
220

J-l = 117'

(6.49)

(6.50)

From this simulation result it can be concluded that it is an interesting question how we can
prove in this geometric setting that the minimal time deadbeat feedback is indeed iI-optimal. There
was no time left to investigate this, but it can be done in future work.

In this subsection we consider a system where it is not assumed that the disturbance acts at the
plant input, i.e., B I 1: B 2 • The plant is now given by the following equations

z = PU(A)W + PI2 (A)U

y = X

(6.51)
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with Pu (>') and P12 (>.) given by

A Geometric Approach

The state space description of the plant is given by

[

53 163
78 234

A= 1 0

o 1

-55 ]

ill 'B=[; ~]'Cl=[~0' , 117
o 0 0

-550
351

55 ]- ; D = [0 0]. (6.52)
117

This plant has the same transfer function P12 (>.) as the plant discussed in subsection 6.4.1. So all
the subspaces and the minimal-time deadbeat feedback computed are the same for this system. It
is obtained that

~(4) =

ImB1 ~ W1 .

This is exactly the condition stated in theorem 16 and as a result

¢p.(k) = 0, k> 1.

We have computed the state vectors ~(k) of the closed-loop system to be

1

27
1
9
1
3

It follows that the state ~(k) E V; for k > 1, thus

¢F- (k) = Cl~(k) = 0, k> 1.

The minimal h -norm is computed to be

Ii = I¢(O)I + 1¢(1)1

0+ IC1B11
495

= 117"

1
729
1

243
1

81

(6.53)

(6.54)

(6.55)

(6.56)

From this simulation result we obtain that the feedback F can not influence the closed-loop impulse
response ¢(k) for k = 0,1, it can only influence ¢(k) for k 2: 2. In sense of minimizing the ll-norm of
the closed-loop impulse ¢, the best possible choice for the feedback F is the one that makes ¢(k) = 0
for k 2: 2. Thus the minimal time deadbeat feedback given by (6.45) is the ll-optimal static state
feedback in this example.

6.4.3 ImBl ~ V;
In this subsection we consider a system where it is not assumed that the disturbance acts at the
plant input, i.e., B 1 "# B2 • The plant is now given by the following equations

z = Pu (>.)w + P12 (>')U
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y = x

with P u (A) and PI2 (A) given by
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(6.57)

PU(A) = 7700 A2 (3A-l)
39 234 -159A -163A2 + 110A3

A(A-~) (A-3)

The state space description of the plant is given by

[

53 163 -55]

A 78 234 117 [1 1] C [55= 'B = 3 0 . = -
1 0 0' '117
o 1 0 9 0

-550 ~].D = [0 0].
351 117 '

(6.58)

This plant has the same transfer function PI2 (A) as the plant discussed in subsection 6.4.1. So all
the subspaces and the minimal-time deadbeat feedback computed are the same for this system. It
is obtained that

ImB I ~ V;. (6.59)

This is exactly the condition, presented in theorem 13, for a system to be completely disturbance
decoupled by a stabilizing static feedback, Le.,

<PF(k) =0, k =0,1,2,3, ....

We have computed the state vectors '}'(k) of the closed-loop system to be

(6.60)

It follows that the state '}'(k) E V; for k 2: 1, thus

1
27
1
9
1

3

; '}'(4) =

1
729
1

243
1

81

(6.61)

(6.62)

Note that <PFO (0) =0 since the initial state '}'(O) is the null vector.

Furthermore now the disturbance decoupling problem is solvable we have that any feedback F E
F(V;(KerCd) is iI-optimal. The feedback Fi given by (6.42) satisfies

We have chosen a feedback F DDP to be

(6.63)

[
-43

FDDP = 
78

-49 ~]
78 117

(6.64)

with the following property
(6.65)
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With this feedback the eigenvalues er(A + B2FDDP ) are given by

A Geometric Approach

With the feedback FDDP the closed-loop impulse response is computed to be

¢FDDP(k) = 0, k ~ 0,

from this it follows that the it -norm is zero, Le.,

JL = o.

(6.66)

(6.67)

6.5 Geometric condition for h-optimal static state feedback

In this section we present a theorem that provides a condition for a static state feedback to be it
optimal. The idea came from the simulation result discussed in section 6.4.2. There it was assumed
that ImBI ~ WI. Now if we assume that the geometric condition

(6.68)

is satisfied and that limk-<oo Wk = X, Le., there exists a minimal time deadbeat feedback F' such
that

(A + B2F' )Wo C Wo = V;(KerCd

(A + B 2 F')Wi C Wi-I, i= 1,2,3, ... ,k.

(6.69)

Then we obtain with

that

With x(2) E Wo it follows that
x(k) E Wo, k ~ 2

and the closed-loop impulse response is now given by

¢(O) = 0

¢(l)

¢(i) =

(6.70)

Now if we consider an arbitrary feedback F, then the closed-loop impulse response is given by

¢F(O) 0

¢F(l) = CIBI
¢F(i) = Cl (A+B2 F)i- l B l , i~2,3, ...

(6.71)

and the it-norm is given by

00

II ¢F 111= ICIBII + LICl (A+B2F)i- I B l l.
i=2

(6.72)
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From (6.72) it is obtained that the feedback can not influence the term CIBI . So the best possible
choice for the feedback F to minimize the 1I -norm (6.72) is the one that makes

00

L ICI (A + B2F)i-I BII = O.
i=2

(6.73)

Now it follows from (6.71) that the minimal time deadbeat feedback F' realizes this. Thus it can be
concluded that if the geometric condition ImBI ~ WI is satisfied that the minimal time deadbeat
feedback is 1I -optimal.

The above result is presented in the next theorem.

Theorem 17 Let the system (6.1) be SISO. Let the subspaces Wi be as defined andlimk..... oo Wk = X,
i.e., there exists a minimal time deadbeat feedback. Then the minimal time deadbeat feedback F is
11 -optimal if

(6.74)

Proof To prove the theorem we refer to the discussion above the theorem.

By making a comparison to the geometric approach of control theory we obtained more insight in the
structure of the ll-optimal static state feedback. Moreover, it was obtained that the minimal time
deadbeat feedback for a SISO discrete-time system is equal to the ll-optimal static state feedback,
found by Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo. However, we could not prove in this geometric setting that the
minimal time deadbeat feedback is indeed ll-optimal. This is an interesting subject for investigation
in future work. Furthermore we have presented two conditions for the existence of a static state
feedback that is ll-optimal. One is based on the solvability of a disturbance decoupling problem and
the other is based on in what direction the disturbance acts at the plant. Some questions that are
still open and that can be investigated in future work are

• To prove that if the minimal time deadbeat feedback is unique, that this feedback is indeed
11 -optimal.

• If the minimal time deadbeat feedback is not unique, i.e., we find a set of minimal time
deadbeat feedbacks. Then it is interesting to investigate if there is an II-optimal feedback in
this set, motivated by the fact that the ll-optimal closed-loop impulse response is a FIR.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis we started to discuss the parametrization of all stabilizing dynamical controllers (Youla
parametrization) to obtain a parametrization of all static controllers. We first derived a condition,
based on the controllable subspace and the unobservable subspace, for a system to be static. With
the use of this condition we derived a condition for the free parameter in the Youla parametrization,
such that the resulting controller becomes static. We have tried to find a more general condition,
but it was obtained that this is very difficult and almost impossible. It can therefore be concluded
that the approach via the Youla parametrization to find a parametrization of all static controllers
did only yield one condition for the resulting controller to become static. I can not prove it, but I
have a strong feeling that the condition found might be the only one that yields a static controller.

We have discussed the conditions based on the non-minimum phase zeros presented by Dahleh and
Diaz Bobillo for the feedback to be iI-optimal. The iI-optimal feedback is based on the cancellation
of all minimum phase zeros. Furthermore we discussed the region condition, which delineates a
region inside the unit disk in which the non-minimum phase zeros are constrained to lie, introduced
by Vidyasagar. It was found that if this region condition holds that the order of the iI-optimal
closed-loop impulse response is equal to the number of non-minimum phase zeros. It was obtained
that the free parameter in the Youla parametrization found by Dahleh and Diaz ]obillo did satisfy
the conditions that we derived for the resulting controller to become static. From the fact that we
did not find any other conditions for the free parameter we can conclude that the approach via the
Youla parametrization to find a static iI-optimal feedback does not yield any other feedback than
the one given by Dahleh and Diaz ]obillo.

The construction of the iI-optimal output feedback controller for a 5150 discrete-time system
is discussed. It is shown how the minimization of the iI-norm of the closed-loop impulse response
is turned into a LP problem and how we obtain from this, by solving a set of linear equations, the
iI-optimal closed-loop impulse response and the iI-optimal output feedback controller. We have
implemented the LP problem and the solving of the linear equations in Maple. Thus we now have
a program that computes the optimal iI-norm, the iI-optimal closed-loop impulse response and the
iI-optimal output feedback controller for a 5150 discrete-time stable system. The only restrictions of
this program is that the multiplicity of the non-minimum phase zeros in PIZ(>,)PZI (>') must be equal
to one and that the plant is assumed stable. The implementation in Maple is discussed, because not
everybody is familiar with it and it can be concluded that Maple is a very useful tool. In future work
this program can be used for simulations to obtain more insight in the iI -optimal control problem
or to verify some results discussed in the literature. It would also be interesting to identify a true
plant, compute the iI-optimal controller in Maple and then connect the iI-optimal controller to the
true plant to do some simulations. The program can also be extended in future so that it can handle
non-minimum phase zeros with multiplicity greater than 1.
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74 Conclusions

We also discussed the geometric approach of control theory to obtain more insight in the ll
optimal static state feedback. Motivated by the fact that the h-optimal closed-loop impulse response
is a FIR, we presented some geometric conditions for the closed-loop impulse response to be a
FIR. We first presented a condition for the system to be completely disturbance decoupled and
the corresponding ll-optimal feedback. We discussed the minimal time deadbeat feedback, which
achieves that the closed-loop impulse response becomes a FIR of minimal length. Then we derived
a condition for the minimal time deadbeat feedback to be unique for a 8180 discrete-time system.
From simulation results it was obtained that minimal time deadbeat feedback for a 8180 discrete
time system was equal to the ll-optimal static state feedback found by applying the methods of
Dahleh and Diaz-]obillo. However, we could not prove in the geometric setting that this minimal
time deadbeat feedback is indeed ll-optimal. This is an interesting question that can be investigated
in future work. And finally we presented a theorem that provides a geometric condition, based on
the fact that the disturbance acts at the plant in a certain direction, for the minimal time deadbeat
feedback to be ll-optimal for a 8180 discrete-time system.
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Appendix A

List of symbols

100

11

I;p

A,B,C,D
X
Pij

W

U

Z

y
x,~

e
v
lR
71.
<D
<D g

<Db
¢
<Jl(A)
¢F
A
UI , M, U2

(j(A)
F
Fstab

Fopt

J1
f

T
H,U,V,Q
h,u,v,q
R
N
M i

S

oo-norm of signals
1-norm of signals
Discrete-time linear time-invariant system P
A state space description
The state space of a system I;

The transfer functions of I;p
Disturbance input
Control input
Output to be controlled
Measured output
States in the state space description
Auxiliary output of augmented controller
Auxiliary input of augmented controller
Set of all real figures
Set of all integers
Set of all complex numbers
The stable part of the complex plane
The unstable part of the complex plane
Closed-loop impulse response
Closed-loop transfer function
Closed-loop impulse response with feedback F
complex number
Smith McMillan matrices
Eigenvalues of the A-matrix
static feed back
Set of all stabilizing feedbacks
Set of alllI-optimal static feedback controllers
The ll-norm of closed-loop impulse response
An arbitrary number
Similarity transformation matrix
Transfer functions used in the Youla Parametrization
The inverse A-transform of H, U, V and Q, respectively
Controllability subspace of X
Unobservable subspace of X
The Markov parameters of the controller I;K
A subspace of X, the state space of a system I;
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81
X*
l'
C(,x)
iR,~

k
V
R
Vg

The annihilator of 8
The dual space of X
The optimal vector that solves the dual problem
The ll-optimal controller
The real or imaginary part of a complex number
Discrete-time
The controlled invariant subspace of X
The controllability subspace of X
The stabilizability subspace of X



Appendix B

Youla parametrization

The interconnection ~p x ~c: The plant ~p is given by

{

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + B1w(k) + B2u(k)
~p : z(k) = C1x(k) + D 12U(k)

y(k) = x(k)

and the augmented controller is given by

(B.1)

{

xc(k + 1) = (A + B2F + L)xc(k) - Ly(k) +
~c : u(k) = Fxc(k) +

e(k) = -xc(k) + y(k)
(B.2)

The state space description of the interconnection of ~p and ~c denoted by ~p x ~c is obtained
by eliminating y and u from (B.1) and (B.2):

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +
xc(k + 1) = -Lx(k) +

z(k) = C1x(k) +
e(k) = x(k)

B2Fxc (k)
(A + B2F + L)xc(k)

D 12Fxc (k)
xc(k)

+ B1w(k) + B2v(k)
+ B 2v(k)
+ D 12V(k)

(B.3)

The interconnection ~c x ~Q: The system ~Q is given by

~ . { xq(k + 1) = AQxq(k) + BQe(k)
Q . v(k) = CQxq(k) + DQe(k)

(B.4)

The state space description of the new augmented controller ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q' obtained by
eliminating e and v from (B.2) and (B.4), is given by:

xc(k + 1)
x q (k+1) =

u(k)

(A + B2F + L - B2D Q)xc(k) + B2CQxq(k) +
-BQxc(k) + AQxq(k) +

(F - DQ)xc(k) + CQxq(k) +
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(B2DQ - L)y(k)
BQy(k)
DQy(k)

(B.5)



The interconnection ~cl := ~p x ~c x ~Q: The state space description of the closed-loop system
~cl := ~p x ~c X ~Q, obtained by eliminating y, u, e and v from (B.1), (B.2) and (B.4), is given by

(B.6)

+ B 1w(k)B 2 CQxq(k)
B 2 CQxq(k)

AQxq(k)
D I2 CQ X q (k)

+ B 2 (F - DQ)xc(k) +
+ (A + B 2F + L - B 2DQ )xc (k) +

BQxc(k) +
DI2 (F - DQ)xc(k) +

x(k+1) = (A+B2DQ)x(k)
xc(k + 1) = (B2DQ - L)x(k)
xq(k + 1) = BQx(k)

z(k) = (C1 + DI2 F)x(k) +



Appendix C

Markov parameters augmented
controller ~K

With ~Q = [AQ,BQ,CQ, F] the augmented controller ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q becomes

[ ~K I~K ] = [_~Q B~~Q ~~].
K K 0 CQ F

and the Markov parameters satisfy

Mi=CKA¥<lBK for i=1,2, ...

We now compute the term A¥<l for i = 1,2,3,4:

(C.1)

(C.2)

i = 1: A~ =

i = 2: Ak =

i = 3: Ak =

(C.3)

To derive a general expression for the Markov parameters M i of ~K := ~c(F, -A) x ~Q we use that
the Markov parameters of ~Q are all zero, i.e.,

CQA~BQ = 0 k = 0,1,2, ... , i - 3.

Now for i = 3 we have that CQBQ = 0, substitution of CQBQ = 0 in (C.3) yields

. 2 [0 B 2 CQ AQ ]
z = 3: AK = -AQBQ -BQB2CQ + A~ .

For i = 4:

. _ 4. A3 _ [ -B2CQAQBQ -B2CQBQB2CQ + B2CQA~] (C.4)
z-. K - -A~BQ -BQB2CQAQ - AQBQB2CQ + A~ .

Substitution of CQBQ = 0 and CQAQBQ = 0 in (C.4) yields

. - 4. A3 - [ 0 B2CQA~ ] (C 5)
z-. K - -A~BQ -BQB2CQAQ - AQBQB2CQ + A~ . .
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From (C.5) we obtain the following general expression for the Markov parameters M i for i = 4,5, ...
of the augmented controller ~K := ~cCF, -A) x ~Q

i-4

= -CQA~2BQAF + CQA~lBQ - CQBQB2CQA~-3 - L: CQAQ-3
-jBQB2CQAbBQ.

j=O

Note that we used the fact that CQA~BQ = 0 for k = 0,2, ... , i - 3. Now the Markov parameters
of ~K := ~cCF, -A) x ~Q are given by:

i = 1 : M 1

i =2: M 2

i = 3: M 3

i ~ 4: M ,

= CQBQ,
= CQAQBQ - CQBQAF,
=CQA~BQ - CQAQBQAF - CQBQB 2CQBQ,

i-4

=-CQA~2BQAF + CQA~-lBQ - CQBQB2CQA~-3 - L CQA~3-jBQB2CQAbBQ.
)=0

(C.6)



Appendix D

DDP through cancellation
minimum phase zeros

Let the transfer function be given by

P(z) = bnz
n + bn_1z

n
-

1 + + bo
zn + an_IZn- 1 + + ao '

then a state space description of (D.l) is given by

-an-l -an-2 -aD
1 0 0

A = 0 1 0

0 0 1 0

c = [bn- l - bnan-l bn- 2 - bnan-2 . . . bo - bnao ] ,

D [ bn ] .

(D.l)

If the zeros of P(z) are all minimum phase (r =0), then the iI-optimal feedback must be such that
all the eigenvalues of (A + BF) are placed at the minimum phase zeros. From this we obtain that
the first row of the matrix (A + BF) must become

(A + BFh'h row = [ bb~l

Let the feedback be given by

(D.2)

F = [F1 F2 . . • Fn ].

Then the first row of the matrix (A + BF) is given by

[ -an-l + F1 -an-2 + F2 . .. -aD + Fn ] .
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(D.3)

(DA)



From (D.2) and (D.4) we obtain

bo
--=-ao+Fn =>

bn

and from this it follows that the feedback is given by

F [ bn-l += -~ an-l

The matrix C + D F is now given by

... ~+ao]. (D.S)

bn- 1 - bnan-l +
b t "-'jn an-l-~

bn- 2 - bnan-2 + b bn -2n an-2 - ~ =[0 0 o ].

bo - bnao + bn (ao - ~)

This explaines that with r = 0 in the proof of Dahleh and Diaz-Bobillo the equation

holds.

(D.6)
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